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To Jackie and Lucias, who gave me the idea for this work. You
chose a good year to record, it was impossible to guess how much
would happen, both in my own life, and in the world. In this
year, the world has seen many changes, and I saw the other side
of the world. Many people, including myself, were challenged to
carefully consider their role in this crazy world. I hope that your
future years will be better than the past years. -- The author.

This work would have been impossible without the help of
more people that it is possible to name. First, of course is Jackie
and Lucias, who suggested this work to me in December of 2002
Next, my parents who read, asked questions, and marked obvious
errors. Special thanks goes to my father, who gave much advice
in typesetting and book creation. Next is the various media outlets
that made me aware of what happened in the world. Whether their
reporting was impartial or biased, without it the work would not
be possible. I also have a great dept to the Mennonites, the Salva-
tion Army, and the Quakers. I worked with the Salvation Army last
year, and learning about the work of these fine people has greatly
influenced me. Last, I had the opportunity to spend the greater
part of a year in Henan Province in the People's Republic of China.
The people who I met in China have also contributed to my under-
standing, and to the record. And, last, none of this work would be
possible without those people who make the news happen. Thank
you Bush, Ashcroft, Powell, et al for giving me so much material.

Some of the poems are personal, some are local, some national,
and some international. In 2003, I had the privilege of living in two
countries and of meeting people on many social-economic levels.
The year had been a real adventure, and something that I'll not
forget. These few lines record the year as I watched it unfold.
Michael Jay, August 19, 2004
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Chapter 1

Hutchinson, Kansas

January 1 2003

The sun has rose and set yet again,
And it is beginning to rise, showing light for a New Year
Still, almost all that can be seen is darkness,
There is only twilight for a new day.

The old year began overshadowed by tragedy
Everyone striking at unseen enemies,
Blows landing on the innocent
Often upon each other

Fear and greed marked to deeds of men
Violence against what could not be understood,
Our great idols continued to collapse
We no longer trust the symbols of our strength.
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CHAPTER 1. HUTCHINSON, KANSAS 2

A few have made off with the fruits of greed
More have lost much of their dreams
Yet most have continued on and survived
Tightening the belts at a time reserved for feasting

The year was yet another year for genocide
The orthodox Christian fighting with the Muslim
The Jew fighting with the Christians and the Muslims
The American fighting against all she names evil.

War has brought starvation,
Man has sent Disease everywhere
Smallpox and anthrax infect at new places
And the Bubonic plague visits New York.

Rumors tell us of a new kind of birth
A woman births a daughter without the seed of a man
The child is called Eve,
She was taken out of a woman who is her elder twin.

As the ball drops we see that the year was not a bad year
Everything continues just as always
Those who see the New Year have survived the old
And will set out to conquer the new.

There are still wars and rumors of wars
Nature still proves that she is not a friend to man
Accounting has proved to be an art form
More fact to be found in a novel then in a ledger sheet

Yet art continues, the choir continues to sing
Those who dance keep dancing
Of the making of many books there is no end
And the writer has not ceased writing
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The year was not as bad as it could have been,
But God forbid the next be any worse

Thursday, January 02, 2003

Nature again proves she is no friend to man
A cyclone has blown cities into the sea
The Solomon Island suffering from wind and waves
In their isolation, the death toll can only be guessed

Drought has brought a great hunger
So that children crawl on the ground
Hunting for a single corneal of grain
Anything to weaken the pain of hunger

Store-houses stand empty
Many only half build
Construction began in expectation of harvest
But stopped in realization that the rain had failed.

Bush speaks of sending food to the hungry
Even to those he calls evil
A living vestige of the cold war
Can America feed her fifty-year enemy?

An enemy who we fear might have the bomb
One who is researching missiles?
Having exceeded the Nazi’s greatest accomplishments
None know where Korea can send a warhead
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All fear where this might lead
Memories go back to the days of the cold war
The fear that someone will push the button again
Committing genocide from the safety of a bunker

Our history says we cannot help an enemy
Aid and comfort is called treason
But we can offer peace to our worst enemy
Changing a nation from the “Axis of evil” to closest of allies.

Christmas was difficult for America
Thirteen thousand were filled with great fear
After spending the months wages
After giving savings as gifts, eliminating the safety net

Thirteen thousand received a pink slip for Christmas
Loosing the job after it looked like it was safe
Loosing sustenance in the midst of winter
Left two weeks from homelessness

The shelters are filled to capacity
Only families with small children need apply
The rest are left to fend for themselves
Left in the cold to sleep in the snow

The world does not welcome the homeless
No phone number given to accept an interview
No home to change and shower before work
No hope to rebuild what has been lost

America just wishes the poor to go away
Ashamed of the shanties which they live
Afraid to give them a chance to advance
Afraid that one might move next door
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Today there is no shortage of news
Only a shortage of hope for the year

Friday, January 03, 2003

Fear is a strange thing
It brings old enemies to the same side
It makes new enemies from old allies
It serves as a catalyst for disaster

China and Russia take the side of the USA
A strange turn in the Korean War
Yet this is not the strangest of turns
For South Korea is calling on the USA for concessions

All are afraid of the possibilities of war
It appears that a war may not be conventional
Civilian casualties being part of the equation
Terror as a political weapon

Perhaps this will mark the end of the war
Our war has been to keep the Koreas separate
But the Koreas taking on their world
Could force reunification

The world is a dangerous place
Fear is no longer misplaced
Paranoia is a thing of the past
For “they” really are “out to get you”.
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Those who travel take their lives into their hands
Bombs having shook embassies, eateries, and clubs
Bombs worn or driven by those who plan to die
Seeking to bring pain and fear to all around

In Indonesia a western style club was bombed,
The terrorists said Americans were the target
Our own nation is warning us to avoid travel
Yet many live and work abroad — having no life in America

In truth safety is an illusion
The death rate remains 100%
All who born will eventually die
Some of old age, others earlier

Some by bad luck
Either an act of God, or of a madman
Others by bad choices
Either of himself, his family, or his nation.

Saturday, January 04, 2003

The first Sabbath of the year
A traditional day to devote to rest
A day to put aside the cares of the world
A day to gain strength to face a week of work

The world is resting
Those who survived disaster are waiting to rebuild
Words have been exchanged
But troops have not yet been sent to Iraq.
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The Sabbath is greatly needed
It falls at the end of a difficult week
One which brought terror
And nights of sleeping with open eyes

But a break has come to it all
Tensions have decreased
A few hopes have been added
Hopes that next weeks of rebuilding will succeed

Today there is nothing to do but to wait and to rest
To fill a day with worthless pursuits
A schedule which brings no profit
Except to bring rest to a weary spirit

An hour listening to Philip Glass
Some time spent reading with no project in mind
A whole day to spend with a dusty volume
One which has set on the shelf unread

Most importantly it is a day to think of old friends
A day to remember that there are good times
Not everything is dismal
Peace and Joy can be held in the soul, if not in the world

It is good to smile and to laugh again
It is good to spend a day honoring the Sabbath.
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Sunday, January 05, 2003

Another bomb rocked the city of Tel-Aviv
Dust to dust and ashes to ashes
Centuries of hatred playing out
Blood demanded to pay for blood-shed

This breaks six weeks of “peace”
Six weeks free of mass violence
Where only Israel was the aggressor
And deaths were limited to the land of Palestine

The benefactor is those who push violence
For it takes peace from the mind of the Israelis
Coexistence becomes unthinkable
The Arabs, Christian or Muslim are left to starve

Yet those who approve took credit
Though it was the work of a few madmen
Communities of terror wished to be noticed
They wish to have their name writ in blood

Yet this takes place in the time of the election
Effecting the election by demonstrating the danger
Influencing the seats of the Sanhedrin
Decreasing the vote against genocide

Bethlehem is a town known for its churches
A city held dear to Christendom for 2000 years
A city under siege, occupied by Israelis
A 24 hour curfew forbidding citizen to step outside
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Weeks go by without a chance to shop
Those leaving their houses in desperation shot by the soldiers
The market closed for lack of buyers
Everyone waiting for starvation to end the suffering

Artificial poverty is given to a nationality
People who lived in their city for all recorded history
Yet they are of the wrong race
They are not allowed the necessities of survival

Violence leads to more violence, suffering to anger
And if it does not stop — Israel will produce its own Holocaust.

Monday, January 06, 2003

The count from the attack is in
A score of people dead from the blast
One of the worst attacks in recent memory
One for which the Palestinian will pay

The answer was quick and decisive
Israel sent gunships to destroy buildings
Three universities are closed
The Palestinian delegates are blocked from travel

This is in the wake of a European peace conference
A meeting to discuss the dynamics of co-existence
An opportunity to bring out difficulties in the area
And a whole class of people is bared from speaking
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Death for death the Israelis are more than even
Funeral marches occur by all who would risk death
Going out in a time of curfew
Burying the dead, instead of waiting with corpses indoors

“This is the fault of the Israelis”
These words are thought, if not spoken
So children throw rocks at soldiers
And the brother swears to God to avenge his brother

Thousands of the best and brightest are sent home
A place with no jobs, no food no hope
A few hoped to escape the cycle of forced poverty
In their heart they will blame the dashed hope on their enemy

Thus Israel recruits more who hate her
She builds an army of enemies to recruit from
Men whose lives become defined by hate
Seeking the destruction of their enemies

Israel seeks to avenge her on blood
A drop for a gallon of the enemy
Thus every Palestinian is ask to pay his share
In food, blood and buildings

Another generation faces destruction
If they survive, who will survive their anger?
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Tuesday, January 07, 2003

Greed makes for a sad world
And disaster can prove difficult to pay for
The poor we shall always have with us
And as we do the least of these, we do to our Lord

Ghana speaks of privatizing water
Having a corporation sell the service
Someone seeking to make a profit
Off of people with nothing to give

Running water thick with disease
Killing thousands who must drink
The alternative being even worse
A stagnant rotting cesspool

The impoverished government unable to serve its people
Seeking a multinational to meet the need
But looking to industry, not charity
Looking to someone who must make a profit

They look to someone who will turn off service
Running lines only to those who can pay
Leaving the slums to drink from the sewer
Leaving the poor to die

The crisis is Africa is growing worse
A whole generation is dead or dying
Children are left to raise their siblings
Schools close, for teachers cannot survive the year
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The slim disease wasting the adults away,
So for a time they live as walking shades
Barely able to rise from bed
But no worse off then their friends

Every illness enough to bring death
Every movement filled with pain
Open sores opening upon the body
A generation is condemned to die

Many do not understand the curse
Spreading AIDS as they seek a cure
Afraid of the death which will come
Yet unwilling to avoid it

Children left to feed themselves
Working the field without adults to look after them
Children expected to make their own way
For there is no-one to care for them

In America the markets have fallen for three years
The workers forced to delay retirement
The elderly unable to spend their nest-egg
Forced to rely on Social security

Bush seeks to prop up the market
To preserve the lives of the middle class
To increase the investment power of the wealthy
In hope that this might benefit all

He plans to cease taxation of dividends
Free money earned by the profit of investments
Giving an incentive to place money in the market
Income earned in a de-facto tax shelter
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The doom of the working poor is unchanged
Profits raise, yet their pay decreases
The price of luxuries falls until all can afford,
Yet food and housing become more expensive

Health care is unavailable
Insurance costing a third of salary
Yet refusing payment
Forcing policyholder to pay for both minor and major procedures

Wealth is built upon the backs of the poor
Not all can escape the cycle of poverty

Wednesday, January 08, 2003

The rights of citizens are weakened
The courts giving powers to the president
Taking away the bill of rights
Damaging the rights of citizens

A man was arrested, with no right to council
They said it damaged national security
So he was convicted without a civil trial
The courts listened to an appeal

They judged this is a time of war
We must take liberties with the rights of men
Sedition cannot be tolerated
Enemies of the state have no rights
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Their nationality no longer matters
They are no longer counted innocent
But are convicted with an accusation
This was not unexpected

The alien first suffered this zeal
There was no outcry concerning our visitors
Why should there be for our citizens?
The men in power stand against the rights of man

Ashcroft against freedom of speech
Leaving us to question our the foundations of our society
Former senator Lot nostalgic for Jim Crow
Our national clerics speaking words to drive hatred

Yet there is hope for us
US 7th circuit court is looking at deportation
Parents citizens of Nigeria
The children citizens of the USA

Female circumcision maybe forced on the child
The parents desire asylum for the child
Yet where they go the child goes
Seeking permission to remain in the USA

Some fear that we cannot allow foreigners in the USA
Others realize our nation is one of resident aliens
Generations make aliens into Americans
They are our national identity
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January 9, 2003

Inspections have found nothing
No evidence that Iraq has the bomb
Evidence showing hasty judgment
Demonstrating false accusations

Yet we still look,
Certain that something remains to be found
That the danger is somewhere
Hidden from the view of the inspectors

Israel is looking at a changing of the guard
Scandal has shaken those in power
The government has collapsed
And power of the lame duck is decreasing

Arab Israelis are barred from national elections
Their voice silenced from parliament
Those in power fear the sound of a new voice
Wishing only to hear the voices of their own kind

Thus voters are disenfranchised
Race and religion decided the voices heard
Christians and Muslims forbidden to speak
Leaving only the voice of the Jew

January 10, 2003

Today North Korea broke the Nuclear Proliferation Treaty
The world is afraid
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Saturday, January 11, 2003

Ryan brings hope to the world
A world questioning the morality of the USA
A nation which kills its prisoners
Only to overturn the sentence postmortem

Illinois has only a 50% success rate
Half those on death row had overturned sentences
Prisoners tortured to affirm their guilt
Evidence planted to convince a jury

Ryan commuted every sentence
Death was lessened to life imprisonment
Angering the crowds calling for human blood
Preventing the execution of more innocent lives

Ryan respected the views of the world
Western democracy cries out against us
Only the USA will execute the prisoner
Only the USA attempts to force false convictions

The middle class has been forced to start over
Running out of unemployment insurance
Desperate to find a job any job
Willing to work for any wage

Looking to take ½ of former wages
To take just enough to buy food
Knowing they can move to another house
Trading down to something affordable
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Even the university is not safe
Chairs are removed — professors with them
Causing teachers to seek other work
Asking a new question: “do you want fries with that”?

Today English is the academic language of the world
Latin, French, and German necessary only to the specialist
Talent rushing to Britain and the USA
But how can it last? With these cuts the Doctors will leave

Maybe it is time to learn a new language
Escaping to a land of hope and opportunity

Sunday, January 12, 2003

Hasty words are dangerous things
Once spoken, they cannot be unsaid

Monday, January 13, 2003

The department of state speaks of aid
Sending gifts to our enemies
In a time when energy is in tight supply
Energy maybe sent to North Korea

Green mail to call for a change of policy
Dropping research on the bomb
A re-establishment of the broken treaty
A call for national and private aid
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Korea sounds schizophrenic,
Fearing nuclear war with the USA
Threatening to bring one in self-defense
And at the same time seeking diplomacy

Iraq has bought a year of peace
The search will take that time
Yet they must search everywhere
Until they admit they find nothing

Sodom must hold on to power
He is already a ruin of a man
Destroyed by his own pride
Unable to survive in retirement

Whether using an iron grip
Or meek compliance to his enemies
He cannot survive his office
Though he burn all around him to a scorched ruin

More are dead in Israel’s war
Israel shot at a vehicle from a Gunship
But the missile missed the mark
Killing two innocent youths

Those in the car escaped
Recognizing the death intended for them
Aware of their alleged crimes
Aware that they were marked for death

Five Palestinians for every two Israelis died
Both Israelis soldiers who exchanged gunfire
One with a Palestinian
Another with a Egyptian who crossed the border
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MacArthur has given large grants
A major patron of the arts
Giving millions in these days of recession
Giving new life to artists

A single patron giving to the gallery
Money to the symphony orchestra
Money to make sure the artist still paints
And the musician still creates music

An investment to make sure that life goes on
That our generation might indeed be remembered
Music to be studied for years to come
Another generation of paintings to study

Money to help build a world of beauty
Encouraging a pursuit other then hatred

Tuesday, January 14, 2003

Unable to find enemies in Afghanistan
We bombed the Canadians
A war with no clear enemy
Most deaths coming from friendly fire

We are garrisoning the borders of Iraq
Preparing our troops for battle
Impatient to join a new battle
UK and USA take on the world
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The UN has found no evidence
Iraq claims there is none to find
That their nuclear program was scrapped
And they no longer are growing germs

Inspectors have found no evidence
Iraq can not document the actual destruction
Neither able to verify or deny charges
The inspectors have a difficult job

2003 will not be long enough
The work is too daunting
The desert is too large for men to search
And none can see under ground

Israel is calling herself a free democracy
Protecting herself by silencing voices
Stuffing the ballot-boxes by curfews
Shutting down all opposing views

Today the army shut down a newspaper
Claiming the words destroyed security
Not accepting its role as a mono-religious state
Not accepting its role as having a single ancestry

The paper chose a truly seditious final article
Quotes of politicians publicly calling for genocide
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Wednesday, January 15, 2003

Korea is calling against war
Living in fear of destruction
Refusing bribes for peace
Wanting guarantees not concessions.

Moscow seeks peace with Iraq
Sending a diplomat to mediate
Fearing destabilization in the near and middle east
Knowing that this would bring war to their neighbors

Illinois rejects the wisdom of Ryan
Seeking the blood of the prisoners
Unwilling to allow them to live
Not afraid of killing the innocents

Illinois does not care about the reason
The system proves broken
Confessions arrived at by torture
Investigators planting the evidence they found

They do not care if the prisoner is guilty or innocent
They only care to see the blood shed
The civilized world looks down on us today
Fearing that we are going through that “phase.”

A party to watch the death of the convicted
Perhaps an agitator against the government
Perhaps a murderer
But a citizenship thirsty for his blood.
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If there be no blood to shed
If the enemy proves elusive,
Then we can kill the owner of the Persian store,
Or the immigrant employee of the local gas station

He can pay the penalty for crimes long past
Crimes where the murderers themselves died
Yet we wish to take revenge
Seeking to avenge blood with blood.

Thursday, January 16, 2003

Today the inspectors found something
A set of biological warheads,
Every one of them empty
Yet nothing found to fill them

We search the homes of the scientist,
Without warrant nor procedure
Searching in hope to seize
Refusing to show the respect we demand.

USA calls on the inspectors to finish
Allow us to deploy for war
To send our armies before the harsh summer
Crushing the enemy in comfort.

Yet at least eight weeks are still needed
Bringing the war into the heat of the summer
Soldiers attacked by the desert sun
Water shipped in from sea.
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Bankrupt Enron is still on trial
The directors looking forward to prison
The prosecutors looking for reliable testimony
And running out of deals they can offer.

Enron’s bank is under trial
Being examined for fraud
Hiding debt from investors
Allowing the house of cards to be built

So life cost more every day
Health care cost growing
Insurance cost growing greatly
Benefits decreasing rapidly

Money is leaving the system
Yet the price of survival does not decrease
Luxuries dropping in price always
Food and rent growing rapidly.

The rich pay less for their comfort
The poor forced to live with less.
Luxuries become “available” to all,
But the poor are priced out of housing and medicine.

Friday, January 17, 2003

Iraq is preparing for war
Warning the USA of certain death
Calling their army to defend at all cost
Preparing for a new war.
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For once Iraq does not fear the inspectors
A hope to delay the war
A few days of survival
Before defending, and waiting to die

Yet the soldiers are coming
Holding exercises at the border
Showing that they can join battle
Standing as a constant threat

Bush calling out for war
Unwilling to accept a peace
Blaming Iraq for what is unseen
And for what is seen openly

Last decade “Desert Storm” swept the ratings
A show watched around the world
Raising ratings for all who covered it
Networks beginning to put together a sequel

We’ve brought out a clean war
Watching our soldiers march out
Slaughtering all they meet
Without risk to themselves

Friendly fire more dangerous then enemy
For “friendly” fire hits its target.
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Saturday, January 18, 2003

Today voices called against war
Meeting together at the capital
Voices across many lines
Christians and Muslims united.

The demonstrators were largely religious
Priests and faithful from across the board
Calling the USA the dangerous nation
Scared of what we may do in anger.

They marched from the mall
Away from the federal buildings
Choosing an unusual target
Visiting the naval base

Demanding to inspect for weapons
To seek weapons of mass destruction
Asking when we have disarmed
Asking if it is safe for the US to have the bomb.

The cry goes around the world
For all are afraid of what might happen

Sunday, January 19, 2003

The voices still are not silent
Allies of the USA calling against war
Enemies questioning Bush's rhetoric
Another day of voices
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Those calling for peace committed violence
Seeking not peace, but a voice
Seeking to spread war
Throwing stones and damaging vehicles

Methods of protest are extreme,
Bringing questions about the protester’s motive
Threatening to discredit questions
Likely failing in their call for peace

Yet peace can be made
Dialog between enemies is possible
Peace can replace violence
And friendships can cross political lines

Friendly opposition need not be dangerous
Not all disagreements are that important
Not every issue need be an obstacle
For opposing views are not matters of life or death

Truth is difficult to grasp
No man knows everything
God does not need the advice of a man
Nor does he appoint us to judge

Yet man makes himself judge
Placing in his hands the power of life and death.
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Monday, January 20, 2003

The British announced a troop deployment
One fourth their army
The Desert Rats will crawl again
Joining battle with marines and airborne

The desert rats are waiting in Kuwait
Waiting to march upon Baghdad
The Marines and airborne also wait
Not knowing where they will land

This shows the anticipation of war
Germany and France denounce the move
Saying a peaceful solution can be found
Yet the troops will force war in February

USA seeks to force the UN's hand
Calling on them to show force
Begging for the world seek war
Eliminating the Iraqi madman

But madmen are difficult to overthrow
Sodom still holds power
Through war, propaganda, and association attempts
He remains popular, and in power

Castro has never fallen from power
He survived JFK and Nixon
While the ebb and flow changes our outlook
The mad dictators remain constant
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Yet nothing is forever —
Madmen do eventually die
For there are two enemies they cannot defeat
Ambition, and mortality

Tuesday, January 21, 2003

There is great talk of national security
Looking at the needs of the nation
Evaluating the status of emergency workers
First responders and medical professionals

The advantages and failures are open
Emergency services not being classified
Reports are made openly
Openly showing our points of weakness

Thus the journalist collects intelligence
Augmenting that of the enemy
Whether it be of a minor nation
Or of independent terrorist, both foreign and domestic

There are some things the world does not need to know
Must we know that the police are in Kuwait?
That the firemen are also those who drive ambulance?
Where the hospitals cannot even handle peace time?

Yet those who report the news have an honorable calling
Working to give honest information
Seeking to understand and evaluate mountains of data
Telling what is relevant to the public it works for
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The voice of the people is what drives policy
Hidden problems remain unsolved
The work of the local community is democratic
And what is hidden is often criminal

Attempts at central planning have largely failed
Bringing complaints from States, counties, and towns
Overturning one government to be replaced with another,
The attempt a waste of time.

We have always depended upon the media
They have protected us from tyranny
Stating independent opinions from the ruling propaganda
Reporting the crimes of our leaders

Journalists allow us to know our weaknesses
Public knowledge allows democratic action
Without drastic government intervention
The people can fortify themselves

Today the Commonwealth of Maryland maybe a target
But mobilization takes time
NGO's and politicians can move more quickly
The issues can now be addressed

Violence is not a new thing to America
Bombs explode and Churches burn
Terrorist have always used the politest of hate
Where disasters strike, volunteers mobilize

When the racist burned churches
The Quakers rebuilt them
Whether disaster is natural or man-made
The community fills with volunteers
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Faith based and secular charities are still strong
They are our hope in the war against terrorism
Bringing understanding where bombs and soldiers fail
Bringing professionals in emergency situations

Charities always find a way to meet emergency needs
For when money is scarce, manpower is abundant.

Wednesday, January 22, 2003

Madness begets madness
Violence begets violence
The seed of death, once planted
Grows until every plant is uprooted

Sodom is a madman
The son of Sodom is a madman
Death follows in their wake
Yet none will kill the madman at the wheel

First war — to the victor goes the spoils
Then leave the land to those broken by war
leave power to whoever can seize power
Wreck the innocents, leave the guilty in power

Thus a generation has died from our efforts
The children of the Gulf war left to starve
Sodom still in power
Left to continue in his madness
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Russia says we are weeks from war
That we will spend a month hitting hard
Destroy the starving soldiers
Demand terms and leave

A very short and decisive ground campaign
After a decade of bombing
And a period of blockade and sanctions
Killing the young, and aging the adults

The army now “sufficiently soft” is ready for our men
Though the Iraqis shot down two drones
Though they have learned to feed themselves
No longer dependent upon foreign grain

Sodom remains in power
One month against their army will not be enough
Sodom will never step down
And our men will not arrest him.

America is not without her own madmen
Even we have put them into power
We’ve stepped back to the dawn of industry
The worker indistinguishable from slave

Bush joined in Union busting
Not allowing Airport security to organize
Legally firing those who speak of it
Giving no recourse for mistreatment

So the workers endure 20-hour shifts
Leaving one shift to be called the next
Then looking upon their pay stub
Realizing that overtime was not paid
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The law not allowing them to complain
Not allowed to strike
Given no recourse
The employer can thus abuse

The economy is soft enough
That the worker cannot afford to leave
Though his life is bought for a few dollars
And he does not even receive those

If these reports be true, the future is grim
We are returning to the nineteenth century.

Thursday, January 23, 2003

A deep freeze hits the Deep South
Destroying the winter crop of fruit
Filling the people with confusion
Not expecting the onset of winter

Trucks fill the road
Filled over capacity
Hoping to save a few oranges
Hoping that the crop is not a total loss

Economist see hope
Grasping at a light
Seeing not every marker is grim
Yet the poor still suffer
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The question remains of working
Does it cost more then it pays?
Working represents a constant expense
Yet paychecks often seem low

The outlook seems more and more dismal
Bills never ceasing
Food-banks emptying
No room at the shelter

Stocks still going down
Retirement money cannot be cashed
Yet savings dropping rapidly
Leading to life in the cold

And today is a cold day —
A chill fills the nation.

Friday, January 24, 2003

USA has announced war plans
Allowing the world to know the attack
Hoping to send a message of fear
For the result of war is poverty and death

Two days of carpet-bombing
Nearly one thousand warheads
Reducing Baghdad to a heap of rubble
Turning the city into a firestorm
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The hope is to bring discouragement
A population afraid to fight
Knowing this was a demonstration
America's warning shot.

America has the real thing
Twice unleashing the Bomb
Though Baghdad lies in ruins
America can drop the bomb again

The world remains afraid
Britain wants no part of this
Tony Blair remains with his ally
But no American put him in power

The British national news speaks of protest
China, France, and Germany stand against the US
Only Blair argues Bush's position
BBC claiming 2/3 of British stand against him

Iraq has the second largest oil supply
Their production is vital
For northerners need heating oil
And energy is required for production

Venezuela is the fourth largest producer
No oil is being produced
They are importing for their own needs
For the workers are on strike against the Government

Around the world the markets decline
Only Australia maintains value
The hears the words of the collation of two
The world is afraid of tomorrow
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The world dreams of a better tomorrow
Where madmen no longer level whole cities
Where war is not seen as economic stimulus
Where the enemy fought is starvation and poverty.

Saturday, January 25, 2003

Today is a day of waiting
Waiting for decisions
The inspectors will report
We will hear the State of the Union

Rumors abound
The people are lobbied
Called to support causes
Either of war or peace

Americans think in terms of movies
Looking to see a burning city
Seeing war as another game
Giving but not receiving evil

Talk fills the world about the oil
What of the interest of France and Russia?
Who will reap the profits?
Who can afford to rebuild?

Ten years left a mark
A decade of bombing destroys equipment
A decade of sanctions ages equipment
Limiting production to sustenance level
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Thus Iraq hears threats of death
Knowing the US is willing to bring this evil
Establishing themselves as a great Satan
Burning Baghdad as Sodom burned

USA establishing itself as worldly gods
Judging the world with her fiery wrath

Sunday, January 26, 2003

A day devoted to playing games
Taking a break from worrying about tomorrow

Monday, January 27, 2003

The inspectors have returned
Today they report on Iraq
Telling the world of their findings
And that they have not learned enough

The Nuclear inspector brings good news
No evidence of a nuclear program
Concerns answered one by one
No fear that Iraq has the Bomb

Biological inspections raised concerns
No evidence found to prove anything
Not knowing whether or not they have germs
Unable to answer the questions raised by spies
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Concern is brought over the missile program
200 engines smuggled past the embargo
Vehicles to hold dangerous cargo
Raining fiery coals upon Israel

France and Germany remain firm
More time is needed
Inspectors must have time to find proof
Another quarter, another report

The Arab league sees Iraq is contained
Their military unable to police the nation
No longer a threat to their neighbors
Therefore not a candidate for a just war

Yet Britain continues to call for war
They see the missiles built underground
Fearing the "destroyed" anthrax is only hidden
Seeing a weapon, and a delivery system

Tomorrow is a day of great decisions
Bush will address congress
The Israelis will cast their votes
The world will see if violence is to continue

Tuesday, January 28, 2003

Today our President speaks to the nation
Telling us as always, the "state of the Union is strong."
He follows speaking of challenges
The economy of living outside the reach of the poor
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He calls for America to fight social problems
Volunteering time and talent
Bringing hope to the children of poverty
Bringing healing to the broken

Protect those unable to defend themselves
Build the lives of those without hope
Show love to the fatherless
Feed those without ability to feed themselves

15 Billion dollars sent to prevent disease
Treat those who are ill, and doomed to die
Care for those whose parents have died
15 billion to fight sub-Saharan AIDS

Accusations fly against Iraq
Speaking of their crimes against the UN
Telling of their attempts to thwart the inspector
Filling the world with lies

Bush also read The Sum of All fears
He knows a little bomb does great damage
The individual man is invisible
Yet the individual can deliver a bomb

Yet above all — we will survive
We have survived war and poverty
Natural disasters have not destroyed us
Nor disasters made by man

Man survives all things
Japan suffered a nuclear attack
Japan emerged as a world power
Man's spirit cannot be broken
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Though we suffered a period of recession
Optimism for the future is unbroken.

Wednesday, January 29, 2003

Optimism is a weak force
Easily criticized
Quickly broken
Optimism cannot prevent tragedy

Bush's optimism is not universal
Many hear his words
Increasing spending everywhere
Yet decreasing income

Good accountants are rarely optimists
Knowing when too much is too much
Not raising the standards of living
When unable to pay the current bills

France and Germany wish to hear Bush's evidence
"So the inspectors can hear US intelligence."
They still call out against war
Seeking a peaceful resolution

Democrats are beginning to run
Hoping to again have a home in the White House
Beginning to criticize GW Bush,
But carefully — as not to offend those who love him
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Yet none dare question the war effort
If anything — they say the President is too cautious
He should be willing to fight for the economy
For fear of war is bad for business

And war is good for some businessmen
For in a few days, the munitions stock is depleted
Forcing the makers of bombs to build more
Moving from layoffs to double shifts and expansion

So politicians let us know the nation they believe us to be
A nation whose hand must be stayed by Germany and Russia

Thursday, January 30, 2003

Arguments are reaching congress
Questioning the need for a war
Calling for more then evidence of weapons
But evidence of moral imperative

A congressman asked a vital question
"Who else is proliferating?"
Who has openly used weapons?
Who has supplied terrorist?

The question is who are we to judge?
We have built weapons of mass destruction
We have armed terrorist around the world
Can we punish another for crimes we have matched?
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Germany and France stand against America
The Vatican denounces "preemptive" war as sin
Yet several Europeans have joined the USA
Writing that they need "cross Atlantic diplomatic ties."

Friday, January 31, 2003

The White house delays an invitation to the East Wing
Holding back the Poets until after the war
Fearing the words which might be read
Realizing that these word smiths have free minds

The poet is not afraid to look into the eyes of starvation
To see the eyes of an Iraqi child
To ask why they knew nothing except pain
And wonder about the moral imperative

Hearing words about guns and bombs
Destroying a nation and a government
The poet reduces these to personal suffering
A single bomb blast in downtown Baghdad.

Sanctions become a struggle with starvation
Wasting away without hope of relief
Or the frustration of a modern Doctor
Hospital full of the ill, but no modern Pharmacy

Politicians point the blame to other world leaders
Calling on them for making a place of suffering
Speaking of the audacity of torture
Ignoring that "civilized" Europe frowns on our own human rights

record
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Thousands of poems have been written
Many have been selected for this event
Questioning our moral imperative
Calling, with the world, for us to seek peace

So the poet is forced to continue writing about the war
Words chosen in shame, begging forgiveness from future genera-

tions

Saturday, February 01, 2003

An orbiter has been lost
Reports say that it broke up
Leaving multiple trails
Thus the first Israeli astronaut is lost

Those watching did not hear the shuttle
Looking they did not see her coming in
It is 8:30 in Washington DC
Soon the President will speak about the tragedy

First he must meet with his advisers
Learn what can be learned about the tragedy
Learn if it is deliberate or accidental
Learn what to say to the bereaved.

Texas receives a rain of debris
Pieces of the shuttle falling upon the ground
Confirming the fears of the worst
Bringing back memories of Challenger
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Not only families must be comforted
Today a nation must receive sympathy
Day after day they have learned bad news
The Israelis now have one more death to mourn

The families and nations will mourn the loss today
Remembering these, and the 17 others who died in years past

Sunday, February 02, 2003

Today the world is devoted to literary archeology
Attempting to reconstruct a document, which is not extant
Attempting to reconstruct the words written in a 30-second hole
A document writ yesterday — on iron, silicone, and electromag-

netic waves

Monday, February 03, 2003

Today the astronaut's bodies were identified
Burned and damaged beyond recognition
Identified by the ivory tower of forensic science
Today we learned that there are no survivors
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Tuesday, February 04, 2003

Today it seems all we hear about is “Columbia,”
Yet another day devoted to figuring out the mystery
Today we mourn the death of a half dozen Americans
And that of one Israeli

Yet the world does not stop because of a mishap
Instead everything continues — even here
Texas held a funeral for the seven who died
Yet killed a British man, against the pleas of the United Kingdom

America is so proud of its justice
Texas providing satisfaction to the injured
Willing to execute an ally's citizen,
Unwilling to answer their demands to review the evidence

America has deployed troops in the Far East
Showing Korea that she is not overlooked
Showing we are ready for a two front war
Only needing to pull out of the European Theater

Yugoslavia no longer exists
Today its government was finally dissolved
First cold war divisions have started to fail
Now cold war unification is failing

Walls have been torn down
Other seem close to falling
Old fences have also been rebuilt
Reclaiming old national borders
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Rwanda now released the prisoners
Those arrested for the Genocide
Neighbor called upon to kill neighbor
Forming a grassroots holocaust

Murderers are now released before a trial
For there were too many to try
Too many to jail
Too many to execute

People rose up against people
Neighbor killed neighbor
They felt it was a time of war
Lines drawn according to race

Now they return to the villages
Neighbors terrified for what is to come
Prisoners with reason to fear
For many will seek their own justice

Yet there is hope for them
Hutu and Tutsi have worshiped together
Knelt beside one another in prayer
Traveled together in the name of Christ

Not all who were jailed were guilty
And the guilty are not beyond redemption
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Wednesday, February 05, 2003

The Sodom show is becoming a regular
Propaganda suggesting Iraq is in the right
Suggesting that they will win a war of attrition
Just as they were not crushed in the last decade

Then it was Iraq against the world
The major powers all sent their armies
Against all odds Iraq and Sodom survived
When taking on the world, survival is victory

Sodom met with the British ambassador
Claiming to have no contraband
Pointing out the inspectors found none
And that such weapons are difficult to hide

Germ factories need whole buildings
Special precautions to prevent infection
Such buildings should be obvious
Such buildings were already searched

Powell speaks of the moving of equipment
Hiding Nuclear and Biological facilities
Moving them before the surprise inspection
Powell sounds confused

Who picks up and moves a reactor?
How do you hide plutonium from a Geiger counter?
Who would quickly tear down a germ factory
Taking thousands of live into his hands?
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The USA has not yet given its evidence
Carefully choosing which evidence to “declassify”
Not yet willing to turn it over to inspectors
Nor to the world community

Claiming that they fear for their source’s safety
Implying we learn from a informant
That Iraq suffers from a rather influential traitor
Or that we have successfully planted a mole

Does an unnamed source prove unspoken evidence?
Will this be enough for the world?

Thursday, February 06, 2003

North Korea warns an attack will mean total war
Now they are considering a defensive preemptive strike
Korea does cannot threaten us with conventional weapons
They can, with three or four bombs, do as we do to Iraq.

Just as the civilians of Baghdad will be "shocked and awed"
So those of Washington DC and New York will be
Korea cannot send 800 cruise missiles in two days
Yet if war comes, that is the threat they must deal with

By means of scale USA is ending conventional warfare
Using sheer numbers as a weapon of mass destruction
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Friday, February 07, 2003

The speaker has received a draft bill
A bill drafted by Ashcroft to increase power
Calling to allow for secret arrest
And for wide authority to deport immigrants

We are being called to rewrite the bill of rights
Being barred from taking certain political views
No longer allowed the benefit of personal council
Property searched and seized without a warrant

The "Patriot act" brought secret arrest
Starting to eat away at our traditional rights
Bringing us back to the days of Wilson
Days when we sought to "destroy the Hun."

The freedom of information is taken away
The right to the press broken
Reporters locked up to kill their stories
Phones tapped and reporters followed

Information is restricted to toxic chemicals
No longer can we know what is in our neighborhood
We no longer know the source of the poisoned water
Nor what brings illness to the children

Groups are marked for destruction
Races and organizations targeted
Records searched without warrants
Punishments allowed destroying a life
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Provisions are suggested to remove citizenship
Removal for the "supporting of terrorism"
A gift to the fund for Palestinian war orphans
Or any non-profit marked as anti-American

The Quakers run a school in Palestine
They have given food and medicine to the people of Iraq
They openly support America's enemies
Will the Quakers lose citizenship?

Bush is calling for war
Ashcroft accused Bush's opponents of treason
Will this poet end up jailed?
Are these few questions sedition?

Congress's oversight is taken away
Top secret work, too important for congress
Making the branch impossible to track
Appointing an internal security to fight sedition

Someone leaked this document to the media
Not a classified document, but a secret one
A simple bill to "increase security
Many pages amending the bill of rights.

Saturday, February 08, 2003

Our government fears the Hajj will bypass Mecca
Bringing destruction to apartment buildings
So we mark the Hajj with a code orange alert
Waiting to see if apartment buildings fall
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Ashcroft fears that the "fundamentalist" will bypass Mecca
Replacing Hajj with Jihad
Yet the threat seems minor at best
Why mark a day of peace with an act of war?

Arabia's soldiers march with the pilgrims
Armed to prevent an attack
Fear that a great enemy will strike the Muslims
An act of terror against all the faithful

They guard the world's largest tent city
A community of pilgrims in the Saudi Desert
Millions covering miles of sand
Visiting a city of a few thousand

So the Hajj proceeds with a nervous world
Both Muslims and Americans afraid of random killings

Sunday, February 09, 2003

Americans living abroad are preparing to evacuate
Arabs and Pakistanis living in America are evacuating
There is great fear of danger and violence
And legal persecution from a hostile government
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Monday, February 10, 2003

Today we find a new hope for peace
Iraq is calling to build a new era of peace
The government is looking to make peace
And artists are expressing their hopes for the future

The inspectors have seen evidence of compliance
Given access to scientists for interviews
People told to cooperate with them
Freedom given for them to do their work

Iraq allowing free flights of spy planes
No longer shooting down the U2 drones
Passing disarmament legislation
Preventing use and accumulation of non-conventional arms

France and Germany still oppose war
Yet they speak of sending thousands of soldiers
Making an armed escort for the inspectors
Securing buildings marked for inspection

Yet it appears war will happen
War has continued for the past decade
Constant bombings of "military sites"
An embargo of food, medicine and supplies

Yet the artists have survived all this
Unable to find steady work
Unable to sell at the old prices
They have been forced to mass produce
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Sculptors have produced many pieces from scraps
Painters have filled wood and canvas
The civilization at Mesopotamia has not fallen
No madman has stopped expression

There are a but a few words on the artist lips
A constant prayer to God for hope and peace

Tuesday, February 11, 2003

Today only a few people died
Two Palestinians, one armed
A few dozen Muslim faithful at Mecca
The result of too many people in one small place

Tanks are entering the streets of London
The world is preparing for something big
The world has lived in fear
Quite certain Columbia was an ill omen

Today the Arabic world heard Bin-Laden
Words which brought terror to the White House
Proof to speakers the Osoma works with Sodom
Proof that America must attack now

The speech was a call to arms
Recruiting soldiers in his demented war
Recruiting Iraqi citizens
Though calling Sodom an infidel
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Osoma can only hope for an attack
The crushing of the secular government
The USA shocking and Awing the 2 million of Baghdad
Leaving tens of thousands dead from the blast

A generation of starving children
Dropping from first to third world in a few years
World class doctors and hospitals
Crippled without drugs, equipment or journals

Hate runs high for those who recall the former glory
The citizens walk and spit on the elder Bush
For his portrait is set in a walkway
His legacy is passionately remembered

The Terrorists have many desperate people to find
And the war can only bring many more
Two months to destroy the nation
Two years to build a new nation

Thus we build up a blood debt in the hundreds of thousands
The families seeking to find justice against our nation
If man sheds the blood of another man,
By man his blood will be shed.

Wednesday, February 12, 2003

India succeeded in a ballistic missile test
They now have warheads, and a delivery system
North Korea claims that we should be afraid
For they can deliver a package anywhere in the world
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Thus the world postures for a great war
Nations and freelancers prepare to destroy
Tanks roll on otherwise peaceful roads
A hint that tension is high

Rumors abound of the work of terrorist
Threats of urban destruction fill the world

Thursday, February 13, 2003

Today Congress passed a 37-pound bill
Thousands of pages outlining spending
Introduced to be reviewed just hours before passed
Not a single man had read the bill

The bill changed policy
Spending billions on unknown projects
Giving logging companies a voice on forests
And with sections on our security policy

Thus it is more difficult to be an international student
Colleges suffer as they lose their graduate programs
Thousands of students lose their visas
Living in fear impoverishes us all

Tomorrow is a day of great decisions
Waiting to hear the words of the inspectors
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Friday, February 14, 2003

Today is a cold day
Not the weather, but the attitude
There is a rush on stores
Customers attempting to buy duct tape

People think they can seal off houses
Thus avoid breathing the chemical attack
Yet they forget they must breath
The house must communicate with outside air

USD 308 had a threat of terrorism
The children were let go early
Left to wait for their parents in front of a bar
Evacuated without neither coats nor books

The inspectors gave yet another report
Still finding no evidence of weapons
Iraq still claiming to have none
The inspectors are not convinced Iraq is lying

The inspectors spoke of increased compliance
Disagreeing with the evidence the USA supplied
Not impressed by the photographs
Taken three weeks apart — proving nothing

Not impressed by a dirty recording
Unverifiable as to the identity of the speaker
Static marring the quality of the words
Nothing which could not have been homemade
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France and Germany call against war
The United States still calls for war
France cannot accept a war without proof
The United States claims they cannot risk terrorism

Yet, could terrorist be recruited from Iraq
If Iraqis were not desperate

Saturday, February 15, 2003

Today is a day of demonstrations
3 million marching in Rome
Not communist nor left wingers
But conservatives and priests

The world is calling against the United States
They do not wish to see more violence
They have seen war on their own soil
They know that war is hell

Britain is calling against war as well
The people cannot tolerate Blair's pro-American views
Blair no longer can maintain his position
Thus he has now withdrawn his support

Iraqi opposition leaders are talking
Building parties in hope that Sodom will fall
Yet they cannot build a collation
But have warred against each other
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Iraq is now threatening the United States
The son of Sodom is threatening terror
Iraq also threatens to punish Kuwait
But there is a question of their ability

Iraqi spies cannot infiltrate
They have become ineffective
Iraq's military is broken
Yet they are not completely impotent

Israel has prepared for an attack
Waiting for Iraq to send the SCUDS
Ready to defend these primitive missiles
Early Soviet technology: glorified V-2 rockets

Yet the words of the weapons inspectors fill the ears of the world
Iraq is disarming — ongoing inspection will prevent proliferation
War puts the inspectors in danger
Yet the inspectors protects the world from war.

Sunday, February 16, 2003

The protesters still are marching
Weekend after weekend
Every time the president speaks
The world protest the ethics of his words

The protesters are mainstream
Clerics, conservatives, even republicans
Even congressmen speak against the President
Nations are offended by his rhetoric
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Accusations flew of France's ingratitude
That they forgot our sacrifice in the European wars
They forgot us freeing them from the Germans
France taking great offense to Bush's words

Europe is slow to forget the past
She remembers her own civil wars
Nations existing for over a millennium
Parliaments sitting through revolutions

They remember changing of governments
Wars to tear down and rebuild nations
They remember the days of the colonies
And the bitter wars in Africa, East Asia and the Americas

They remember the specter of communism
Lenin's red armies filling the Eastern block
A foreign power defeating the Czars
And conquering the Slavic and Germanic peoples

Europe even remembers the Crusades
Spain conquered by the Arabs
Greece and Constantinople falling to the Turks
The final fall of the last ancient superpower

The power of empires fell
Replaced by religion and ideology
Europe has seen the cycle
And built new empires to replace the old

Yet the empires have weakened again
Only one vestige is left
Once more there is one last superpower
Seeking to fight against ideologies
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Monday, February 17, 2003

Someone started a fire in the underground
Bringing an act of terror to Seoul
Toxic smoke filling the subway
A substance left by a young man

Almost certainly an act of arson
For the system is quite new
Modern, reliable and safe
At least ten dead and the murder is at large

Blair won a few victories in his calling for war
Europe wishing to see Sodom disarmed
A compromise was reached
War is delayed for another period

Iraq is accepting the work of inspectors
Openly allowing spy planes to fly
Letting intelligence be collected
Thus the inspections can work

France, Russia and the United states fly
Thus aiding the inspectors
Giving a whole new set of data
Collected from multiple independent sources

The Saudi prince speaks against the Untied States
Stepping away from their traditional allies
Fearing the destabilizing force of the cruse missiles
Appalled by the morality of unilateral aggression
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He speaks of the decline of Near East fundamentalism
Moving from main stream to sub culture
And the opposite true in the United States
Apparently the Religious right has gained new power

North Korea is speaking of breaking the cease fire
Bringing a hot war with the United states
A continuation of an old conflict
After a 50 year moratorium upon the shooting

Tuesday, February 18, 2003 to Saturday 22

The death count has risen above 120
Yet it seems that this was not an act of terror
Just a known mad-man playing with fire
Unaware of the consequences of his actions

A nightclub burned to the ground
The fire set by the band
Those attending the concert died
Either burned or trampled

Over a hundred died in this tragedy
A town of only 30000
Not a town-member was untouched
The owner broke down and cried

Blame was passed back and forth
The band claiming permission for the sparklers
The owner claiming ignorance
Of course fireworks are illegal without a permit
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The alien and sedition act is passed again
America has gone to war against the resident Arab
Arresting citizen and immigrant alike
Questioning, and not allowing a lawyer to attend

Politicians speak of precedent
Appealing to days past when the bill of rights was ignored
Days when national security made this necessary
The days of the first world war

They do not speak of the result of this
Wilson's attorney general's great work
The jailing of another politician
Wilson's presidential opponent jailed for dissidence

They do not speak of the travesty of the Second World War
The jailing of Asian Americans
Detaining them in specially built prisons
Without crime, charge, or right to an attorney

Over all this has been a slow week
The same news items repeated day after day
Though nothing new was introduced
It allows for development and the death toll

Sunday, February 23, 2003

Yesterday the farmers of Kansas prayed for moisture
And ending of the drought which decimated our economy
They prayed for water to be returned to the ground
It appears their prayers have been answered
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The snow is falling and blowing hard
Already Hutchinson has met its quota
Yet the time for the major fall has not yet come
Tomorrow, classes will be canceled

The snow is falling everywhere
Nine died as the roof of Toys Us collapsed
Road traffic is forbidden in New Jersey
For the snow keeps falling

The world is lobbying the major players
Trying to influence the Security Council
Powell is now in China
And the anti war powers are speaking with Putin

China opposes war with Iraq
For they fear the precedent it would give
They fear the idea of the preemptive strike
Knowing that the world also fears them

China also fears North Korea
Though an old ally, no-one wants a nuclear Korea
It would make a nuclear Japan
It would make a nuclear China

An arms race does not stabilize the world
It makes for a new cold war
Just as is happening with India and Pakistan
MAD does not discourage those who prefer killing to living

The Security council will meet next week
And debate the American "war" resolution.
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Monday, February 24, 2003

The war with Iraq is put off until March
Waiting to see if Iraq will disarm
Destroying the missiles it holds
Resigning to the fact that peace is better then power

France opposes the US resolution
Proposing instead a memorandum
A few words stating the position of the UN
That the inspections are just now built up

There is hope that they will be enough
That Iraq will peacefully disarm
There is hope that there will be no war
And the Americans and British can return home

UNISEF has started giving vaccinations
Shots in the Iraqi child's arm
Knowing that refugees often become ill
Bringing more difficulty to the emergency

The world fears war
They know that war is hell
Children become collateral damage
Whether casualties of bombs, starvation or illness

France and Germany wish to give Iraq five months
The United States and Britain wish to send soldiers now
The issue will come to vote eventually
Until then, diplomats will be lobbied
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Tuesday, February 25, 2003

Today the snow continued to fall
Burying the plains states
Pushing into the south central states
Burying Arkansas, and killing Texas traffic

Americans met with the Kurdish leaders
Attempting to negotiate a future without Sodom
However the Kurds are enemies of the Turks
And both oppose the involvement of the other

Iraq found some missing documentation
They also found two chemical canisters
Part of a package for a banned system
Iraq turned these over to the inspectors

The inspectors are encouraged
Seeing that Iraq is helping the disarmament process
The United States refers to this as a call for war
For Iraq had weapons of mass destruction

The world wishes to wait for war
But America fears fighting the desert's summer

Wednesday, February 26, 2003

Today the Israeli government has been formed
Ruled by extremist with no voice to stay their hand
Bringing grave danger to all who live there
God help the Muslim in Jerusalem, and the Christian in Bethlehem
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Thursday, February 27, 2003

Rev. Fred Rogers died of cancer today
In just 74 years he became loved by many
Sometimes mocked for his spirit
That of a gentle Presbyterian clergyman

He was known for his work in children's entertainment
Teaching messages of tolerance and optimism
Telling children that it is no sin to be different
And that that most people are decent and friendly

His work has been known for over thirty years
Likely it will continue for another thirty
His message is something our world needs to hear
To seek friends, and to be kind to our neighbor

Even Holland has abandoned tolerance
Once they embraced foreigners
An island of multiculturalism
In a xenophobic Europe

Protestant and Catholic and Muslim were neighbors
Every third house would speak another language
None were afraid to have different neighbors
None were offended about the mosque on the corner

Yet today things have changed
The Imam are shocked to see integration
Dutch are shocked to see the lack of it
So they have begun to require it by law
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It appears that Iran has a nuclear program
About two years in the building of bombs
They have the ability to enrich Uranium
Now they are negotiating their position with the treaty

Inspectors will now oversee the program
Viewing the process of enrichment
Preventing the process of building a bomb
Yet allowing them to make supplies for a reactor

Bush is continuing to call against Iraq
Claiming there is nothing they can do
They cannot destroy the glorified V2 rockets
For that is not enough evidence for Bush

Friday, February 28, 2003

Today is a dark day for the hawk
World opinion is becoming dove-like
Tired of hearing rhetoric for war
Tired of the old arguments being repeated

The war on terror has run out of steam
9–11 is too far in the past to use for current conflicts
It allowed a battle to topple the government of Afghanistan,
However the ties of Sodom to terrorism are difficult to find

Today Iraq announced they would destroy their missiles
Protesting that they were within the weapons they were allowed
Fearing the attack the United States seems anxious to send
Yet realizing that V2 rockets can do little against an Abram Tank
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The words of Bush are becoming irrelevant
France and Germany are winning favor
Even Russia now sides with France
So that we cannot win, nor even buy votes

Bush wants the UN to raise the bar on Iraq
Calling for complete disarmament
Disbanding the armies of Baghdad
Leaving the Kurds to march upon the capital

The words of Bush tell of Iraq gassing its own people
The terrible things done to the Kurds
Never mentioning that there is a civil war
And the Kurds hold a block of territory

There is one question that no one has yet asked
What do we do when the next guy is worse?

Saturday, March 01, 2003

Today was a good day for America
Pakistan captured Mohammad
Planning to turn him over to stand trial
The surviving 9–11 criminal will find justice

Turkey voted concerning USA soldiers
Giving us permission to send 60,000 men
Then on closer look, found the vote a few shy
Not allowing us march on Iraq from Turkey
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Thousands of men marched in Turkey
Calling against support of America
Polls say that 95% stand against US soldiers
Quite a mob to be reckoned with

Two US civilians died in Kuwait
Shot dead while in their jeep
Working on contract with the US government
Setting up sites for the military camps

Thus the difficulty is seen
The enemy and the allies are difficult to tell apart
Mobs are more dangerous then Iraq’s military
It is safer in Iraq then in Kuwait

The Muslim nations met together
Calling against the war in Iraq
Calling on the United States to calm down
Calling on Iraq to comply with the UN

UAE spoke against Sodom
Calling for his resignation
Calling him to seek asylum
And live out his retirement in safety

Arabia was accused of treason
Siding with the greater Satan 12 year ago
So crown prince Abdulah walked out
And Egypt turned off coverage of the event

Yet in the end consensus was found
The Muslim nations seek a peaceful solution
Regime change or not they seek peace
Supporting the UN’s judgment concerning Iraq
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Iraq has fought to destroy its missiles
Finding them more difficult then expected
Needing to fully break them down
Without damaging their surroundings

Thus the bulldozers work to crush the parts
And the three weeks of disarmament begins

Sunday, March 02, 2003

Today the gentile sits and learns Hebrew
Studying the words chanted by the Rabbi
Attempting to understand the Psalm
And to meditate on the Torah day and night

Thoughts have come of studying under Jewish masters
Learning Hebrew and Torah in Jerusalem
Attempting to understand the interpretations of the Rabbi
And what this means to the Christian

But the news tells me this maybe impossible
For the student may no longer be welcome
The unionist party now a government member
Their desire to keep the gentile away from Jerusalem

One weak hope comes for resolution
Hope that a peace might be reached
The next week the hope becomes dashed
Replaced by a deep fear
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So this poet questions his own future
Where he might be next week
Is he ready to give away his intellectual property?
To sacrifice his only constructive work?

Chapter after chapter —
The Torah is rendered in my own language
Now the Psalms are beginning
Along with the wisdom of the fathers

Yet after six years of school
Ending with an advanced degree
This is all the young scholar has
Some old books — and no contract

Thus tomorrow he will sit waiting for day labor
And attempt to prepare Sunday's reading.

Monday, March 03, 2003

Iraq finished destroying 10% of its contraband missiles
Along with equipment for their manufacture
They are working on destroying another set
And plan to continue while they remain at peace

The United States and the UK seem bent on war
Today they bombed Iraq
Destroying radar listening post
Attempting to blind the warning system
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Today is a dark day for the Palestinian
Israel marched upon Gaza
Bringing tanks into a refuge camp
Destroying people and buildings without discrimination

Men woman and children were killed
As Israel was trying to make an example
For they had recently lost a single tank
And they blamed a Gaza Palestinian

So today becomes a day of funerals
A day when loved ones say goodbye
Swearing to avenge the deaths
And to find justice for the murderers

Thus the cycle of violence continues
A growing and unbroken cycle of revenge

Tuesday, March 04, 2003

Today is a hopeful day for Iraq
America did not call out for war
But was encouraged by the actions
Seeing the destruction of the rockets

The USA was asked if this was enough
If these few rockets could delay war
We deferred that over to the UN
Not planing to attack in advance
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Ashcroft claims we are winning
Defeating the terrorists
For we are placing them on trial
And working to put them to justice

Yet we must offer justice
For justice is more then punishment
Justice protects the innocent
And protects the rights of the accused

Now the USA is mobilizing against Korea
For a spy plane was threatened
Surrounded by MIG fighters
Pinged with targeting RADAR

So bombers now travel to the Far East
Siting in a threatening posture
Returning one threat for another
Perhaps trading one war for another

Wednesday, March 05, 2003

To a Semite, it is the same to redeem and avenge
The same word means to rescue from ones enemies
As to kill the enemy when rescue is impossible
This is what family does

Today a student from Hebron paid back the crime
Blowing up a bus filled with students and soldiers
Trading his own life for the chance to avenge
For there were many to avenge in Gaza yesterday
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This broke a period of a few months peace
There were no bombings
Buildings were not being destroyed
Buses were again safe for passengers

Yet word was spread about the murder of innocents
Their families promised to avenge their deaths
To kill soldiers for their crimes against humanity
To punish the Israeli for murder

Unfortunately the draft is set at 100%
Every college student is also a soldier
Unless he be a seminarian
Preparing to become a Rabbi

To kill the soldiers is to kill a generation
There is no civilian base to maintain the population
No citizen who is not taught to kill the enemy
A whole nation ready to enter the world with blazing guns

Thus the cycle of death continues
Innocent blood shed to pay for innocent blood

Thursday, March 06, 2003

Bush told the world that he is praying for peace
Yet it seems he prays against himself
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Friday, March 07, 2003

Another 300,000 jobs lost
More jobless people without hope
Jobs eliminated even as soldiers are leaving
So that no-one replaces them

France responded to the President's speech
Informing us they will use the veto
Unwilling to call for war
Unwilling to evacuate successful inspectors

Britain calls for a resolution
Giving a couple weeks before war
Hoping the inspectors have critical success
Complete disarmament and regime change

There remains nothing except to wait
Yet some say the invasion of Iraq has begun

Saturday, March 08, 2003

The deadline is set
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March 17, 2003

Iraq must be disarmed in Bush's eyes
Else we will be at war
Iraq is looking for the end of sanctions
An end to the 12 year low-scale war

Finally finding a new peace
Finally finding a chance to rejoin the world
Iraq called for disarmament
A Near East free of nuclear weapons

A disarmed Israel
Which leaves Jordan and Gaza alone
Finally Sodom calls for a new UN resolution
Calling for Nuclear disarmament in the US

Inspectors searching our facilities
And seeking destruction of our weapons
Questions fill the world about the bombing of Iraq
A young nation fighting the seat of culture

Marking our earliest memories of writing
And an ancient artistic tradition
The first home of Abram, the father of the Hebrews
The seat of Rabbinic Judaism

The home of the Chaldean Christians
Among the last speakers of Aramaic
How much will a few more bombs destroy
Can either our past or our future survive?
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Sunday, March 09, 2003

Bush's church speaks out against the war
Along with the church of Powell
Christian leaders have questioned the morals
And have determined that the cost is too great

This while US is lobbying great swing states
Attempting to gain the support of Mexico
Disappointed about losing the support of Turkey
Desperate to get the votes necessary to pass the resolution

Pushing to gain the votes
While the US citizens still support the war

Monday, March 9, 2003

Dean campaigns in Iowa
Preparing to run for president
His campaign is quite unique
He opposes Bush's war

Iowa is a unique state
Filled with pacifist
A super-majority of democrats against the war
Even Republicans uncomfortable

Thus the Iowa people ask this question
"Where do the war supporters live?
We don't know any
Everyone seems against it here."
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Thus Dean appears he might win Iowa
But the road to Pennsylvania Avenue is much longer

Tuesday, March 11, 2003

The vote in the UN is being moved back a few days
Knowing they cannot pass the resolution
Russia and France certain to veto
And lobbying receiving negative success

Those who once supported Bush dropped supports
Opponents become much louder
Now only four support the US
Talk is made of passable resolution

Blair will not war without the UN
1/3 of his party is against him
So Parliament cannot support his position
Britain maybe lost among our allies

Cyprus and Greek talks fell apart
Turkey cannot agree with the Greeks
Thus the Greek people remain divided
And this remains for the foreseeable future

The economy is continuing to fall
The value of business dropping
A true lack of jobs filling the nation
Forcing former workers into self-employment
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Educators are losing their jobs
Budget cuts reducing programs
Classes growing while funds decrease
Still in Oregon, teachers work without pay

Wednesday, March 12, 2003

Resignations abound in the British government
People angry over Blair's position
The United States is speaking of going to war alone
Supported by no one in this defensive war

Britain offered a compromise resolution
Calling for Iraq to disarm
Calling for scientist to be interviewed on Cyprus
Calling for proof to be produced in two weeks

This was unacceptable to the United States
We are looking for war sooner then that
Unwilling to wait for support to erode
Knowing that church can be a powerful social source

Los Angeles closes its hospitals and free clinics
Taking away medical help to those in need
Jobs are lost more quickly the soldiers march away
Even the day laborers are hurting

There is hope that a little war will be economic stimulus
Hope that war will relieve the fear of war
Yet while Bush is president there will always be fear of war
For the Axis of evil is greater then Afghanistan and Iraq
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Thursday, March 13, 2003

Tomorrow is too soon to debate a resolution
There will be no vote yet
Not yet time to build nine votes
Time needed to give rest to Tony Blair

Bush pushed back his old requirements
Willing to wait a few days for a resolution
Able to step back on demands a little
Hoping to gain a few more allies

France claims to be open to more dialog
Ready to negotiate how to build agreement
Unwilling to speak of war
Yet willing to talk how to force peaceful disarmament

France sends their sympathy to Blair
Feeling it a waste to see his career destroyed
While working to tip a dangerous Giant
In the form of a docile windmill

France sees no point in using its veto
Realizing that the Security Council is against war
Bush has not yet built up his nine votes
Without them, a veto is irrelevant

Iraq prepares for war
Seeing it only a few days away
War against the United states
War between Sodom and the Kurds
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The Kurds are anxious for war
To increase their territory
Carving out a larger homeland
Breaking up the territory of Iraq

Bombs continue to explode
Terror fills the world
A train explodes in India
And in Palestine Jews and non-Jews trade bullets

A shooter blew away the Prime Minister of Serbia
Breaking up the stability of broken Yugoslavia
No president having been elected
For not enough people visited the polls

So the suffering governments face more stress
Serbia without a government
Britain looking at building a new one
The world destabilized and afraid.

Friday, March 14, 2003

Bush spoke today
Calling for peace in Palestine
A day to build a new government
And destruction of terror

Palestine has a new Prime Minister
Bush hopes he has true power
Building a new government
No longer ruled by the PLO
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Israel now has the opportunity to build peace
No longer forced to partner with terrorists
Yet his Government is not ready for peace
Built up of Zionist parties who seek blood

In Hebrew, the word for redemption is the world of vengeance
It is the same to save from an enemy
And to pay the enemy back blow for blow
Revenge is the same as prevention

Thus blood is sought
Two peoples certain they are in the right
Trading death for death
Soldiers and civilians committing disgusting murders

The United States claims they will be even handed
Working with the United Nations for peace
Working closely with Russia
Working with Britain

Does this mark a new Policy for Bush?
Will we protect the Palestinians?

Saturday, March 15, 2003

The soothsayer called "Beware the Ides of March"
Portia dreamed dreams that spoke of ill omens
Caesar wounded by the knife of his best friend
His divine blood irrigating the street
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Yet the signs were wrong
The night has fallen and Caesar yet lives
The Soothsayer spoke badly
And Portia's dream came to nothing

The best laid plans of Cassius were laid waste
Forcing him to set back his private coup
For he was unable to convince Brutus
Octavius and Mark Anthony were too strong

Brutus listened to the barbaric plan
Heard the need of his involvement
He considered the argument carefully
Not able to see how stabbing a friend aids Rome

Society is always built upon trust
A morality must include trustworthiness
Else society becomes one of thieves
Harming all who live there

The crimes of Caesar were not the question
For the Senate was not dissolved
In fact the Senate conferred Caesar's rule
And the barbarians feared his sword

So Cassius must bide his time
Knowing if he stands alone, he stands to die
Octavius and Mark Anthony's armies are large
Their words are heard by the common man

So revolution must wait another day
Caesar remains in power
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Sunday, March 16, 2003

A day spent asking "Why are the nations in turmoil?
Reading the words over and over again
Reading the words of the ancient commentators
Attempting to put the words those of my own people

Line by line meditating on every meaning
Attempting to lose as little as possible
Seeking to retain the intended meaning
Yet disturbed by what concessions need made

Yet it seems clear that the Psalmist was right:
Why are the nations in turmoil?
The people are plotting in vain
Against God, and his Christ

The nations are in turmoil
The world stirred up — afraid of war
News of killings from every quarter
Arguments of what war might be just

Standing in contrast to the Lord of Peace
The one who tears down the dividing wall
Bringing love where once there was misunderstanding
Different races and nationalities calling to One Lord

The Lord who said to love your enemy
If he is hungry feed him
If he is thirsty give him drink
If homeless, give him shelter
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Yet our world takes food from the hands of friends
Seeking to rule by a rule of fear
Holding an iron rod
which smashes peers like so much pottery

Another day passes
Waiting to see what is in store for tomorrow
Lord have mercy, Christ have mercy
Bring hope to the hopeless — and peace to the heart

Monday, March 17, 2003

Today Bush announced he was bypassing the security council
Unable to get the international support for war
He gave one final demand
For Sodom to exile within two days

The bombing of Belgrade begins in two days.

Tuesday, March 18, 2003

Iraq refused the US demands
They say they will meet us in battle

The bombing of Belgrade begins tomorrow
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Wednesday, March 19, 2003

Today Hutchinson sees nothing but basketball
The people are not at home watching the Iraq show
The rain continues to fall
And everyone is at the sports arena

The radio warns of floods
Denver was buried in two feet of snow
The last snow of the winter
Four feet fell in the mountains

For the first time this year — the concern is not too little water
Instead of drying up, the river will crest above flood stage
Disaster workers will once again clean up the plains
Rebuilding the lives of the displaced

The President announced the war around 7:30
Time will tell if the United States will achieve victory

Thursday, March 20, 2003

Today the first report was given concerning the war
Last night, we hit Iraq with a morning strike
Attacking a government administrative facility
Uncertain of the results so far

A message was given to the world
The war is not against the nation of Iraq
But instead is against the Ba'ath party
A major change in foreign policy
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Talk was given about care for refugees
Aid stations to give medical care
Places to send food for the hungry
Ways to reduce civilian casualties

Plans are made about rebuilding Iraq
Nations and corporations discussing involvement
Soldiers preparing to protect oil fields
And promising to punish those who burn them

The promise was given to withdraw as soon as possible
After building a new democratic government
Building a free and united Iraq
Thus ending not only the Ba'ath party, but the civil war

Yet this seems an impossible task
The Kurds to the north wish to build a "Kurdistan"
The people to the south are fighting to gain power
Factions and warlords are everywhere

There is talk of Muslim extremist in Iraq
Fundamentalist from which terrorist recruit
Sodom had held them at bay while Ba'ath was in power
Perhaps enough to require an occupation

Shock and awe has not happened yet
Troops have already marched
The media asked if this was a change of battle plan,
The Secretary of Defense told us the Media never read the battle

plan

So we must wait to see what happens
Perhaps we will not carpet bomb Baghdad
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Friday, March 21, 2003

The war continues
Five Americans died
Four due to equipment failure
One in battle

The occupied territory is increasing
USA now holds the major port
Southern Iraq is now ruled by the military
The colony is beginning to form

Britain has seen success
Now holding many major oil fields
Preventing the inconvenience of fire
Hoping it is enough

So far there seems no organized resistance
US Armor sits refueling at the Euphrates
Waiting for the battle at Baghdad
Where the Iraqi army is converging

The major air assault on Baghdad has begun
Attempting to soften the remaining guard
Perhaps the only battle that matters
Before the first goal can be addressed

A war not against a nation or a people
But against an illegitimate government
A new day in American foreign policy
Today the rules of war are rewritten
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Saturday, March 22, 2003

Hutchinson is free from basketball
Coffeeville KS receiving eighth place
Eighth is not bad for a national tournament
Today was not their day

The British suffered more bad luck
Suffering a dozen casualties
Two helicopters crashed over the sea
There were no survivors

We have entered a new era of warfare
Airpower and armor against small arms
The enemy taking very few lives
Compared to breakdowns in cold-war machines

Victory in Afghanistan was replaced by a new war
Attempting to prop up the new established government
Shattering the optimism of nation-building
Reminding us of what is to come in Iraq

The bombs are still falling on Baghdad
Soon we will see if the bloodshed will ever cease

Sunday March 23, 2003

The protesters continue to speak out against the war
Although their words come a little late
The damage is already done
There is already commitment to this madness
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Iraq is plunged into a war
Either with us, or with factions
The region has lost some stability
We have gained a new responsibility

The shape of the war has changed
One hundred miles from Baghdad, and finding resistance
Slowing down the movement of the troops
Fighting to enter siege warfare

Prisoners of war have been taken
Used as propaganda
Breaking the rights guaranteed at Geneva
Both sides ignoring the old rules of war

Monday, March 24, 2003

Only two days march from Baghdad
Shorter for Mechanized units
And what unit is not?
Yet the pace has greatly slowed

The need has been found for mine-sweeping
Surrendering soldiers might be a trap
A movement to ambush the Americans
A movement to begin a gorilla war

The cities once thought taken show signs of resistance
Not everyone seems happy to be liberated
Seems not everyone believes they were oppressed
Not by a man who could squat and talk with the common worker
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The lines of battle are forming
A supply line is starting to form
The soldiers are in place for this war
And so the real fighting begins.

Tuesday, March 25, 2003

The price of the war is estimated at 75 billion
An effort for which no one man can pay
The fight cannot be for oil
For the investment in blood cannot be recovered

The soldiers march through blinding sand
Unable to see beyond the pack of the man in front
Small arms useless to fight the enemy
The vehicles cannot speed the advancement

Yet the enemy is also blind
Freeing them to walk to Baghdad
Perhaps gaining another twenty miles
Perhaps bumping into the enemy line

A new phase of fighting has began
Urban warfare: The bane of the invading army
Every building holding a sniper
Every citizen a potential militia-man

So the causalities must build up
Civilian and military
The solders no longer looking like liberators
But an armed occupation force, fighting the city itself
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Occupation has proved more difficult then expected
Two days ago, multiple cities were occupied
Yet today it has dropped to one
Militias not willing to give up control

Twelve years ago we supported a nation against invaders
Today we are the invaders
With the goal of overthrowing a government
Yet leaving the nation intact

A goal where guns and bombs may not be enough
For these damage the nation as well as government
If one falls, the other might also
If both fall, the war was a failure

Wednesday, March 26, 2003

The Pentagon was in for a shock today
The people did not see the soldiers as liberators
They saw them instead as an invasion force
The people do not side with GW Bush

After a decade of spiting on the father's face
Remembering food 15 years ago under Sodom
Yet hunger due to sanctions
The oppressor they see is the foreign one

Politicians forget that classes are indeed different
Political enemies were in danger
Yet the working class found no danger
Thus 90% supported the rule of Ba'ath
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Today the United States targeted a civilian site
50 casualties, thirty of these fatally so
One bomb could be a simple mistake
But two hit in this one area

Thus the severed hand waves in W's face
Asking if this is the sign of liberty
Freedom for the oppression that is life
Is death the means to that end?

Innocent blood stains the streets of Baghdad once again
Once again a blood dept is built up
The objective for a peaceful Iraq just became more difficult
For the families of the dead become another enemy

Tuesday, March 27, 2003

America is starting to realize
Nation building does not happen in a couple weeks

Friday, March 28, 2003

The United States bombed a marketplace today
Killing fifty innocent civilians
Bringing them to march upon the street
Showing a 5 ft deep crater to reporters
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Saudi Arabia is reducing support
Angered by a tomahawk missile
Missing Iraq completely
Landing in Saudi territory

Yet the American generals speak of "War Crimes"
Prosecuting those who would attack an occupation force
Complaining of people without uniform, yet with guns
Unwilling to face a militia

Yet it would be difficult to try such "War crimes"
Le Hague would not touch such cases
The UN does not support the United States
If anything, the international community would charge Bush

So the war goes on
And the propaganda machine works overtime

Saturday, March 29, 2003

Today a message was sent to the USA and the UK
"The aftermath of the war is your responsibility
It falls to you to fix whatever it is you broke
If the government falls — you must see that Iraq is governed"

Thus we will not see UN peace-keeper troops protecting the new
government

And our soldiers will be forced to remain
An objective just became more difficult:
To establish an Iraqi, not a colonial government
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Sunday, March 30, 2003

Today the bombing campaign was incredible
1300 bombs hit Baghdad in a 24 hour period

Monday, March 31, 2003

Today the names of the dead were read
Finally the list of casualties is known
We can thank God that the list was short
Enough for every name to be mentioned

The count of civilian dead is only 425
Showing a remarkable success rate
The smartest bombs sometimes misfire
And targets are chosen by questionable intelligence

It is difficult to select between civilian and military targets
More difficult still to fight only a government
A plant which exist to sanitize water
Can be converted to make poison gas

So the bombs are now targeting infrastructure
Damaging Iraq's ability to make war
Destroying the city's ability to survive
Without communication, water, or power

The civilian dead maybe difficult to count
425 by concussion damage
But how many by starvation and dehydration?
How many as a result to the siege warfare?
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For the siege warfare has gone of for 12 years
It was not Sodom who closed the water treatment plants
But the UN who did not allow chlorine in Iraq
Bombings in 1991 and 1998 destroyed the working plants

Leaving the people to die of every imaginable illness
The Mennonites estimate a true disaster Unwilling to rely on the

Army to distribute food
Knowing that the NGO's are waiting at the border
So those we seek to liberate are dying on us
bringing a new obstacle to the future reconstruction

Tuesday, April 01, 2003

The poet sage spoke of writing
Saying prose is expected to be clear
Yet poetry is by very nature vague
The only clear expression of a conflicted heart

Thus today is the day for poetry
A new year spring dawns, bringing new life
Yet the gossip speaks so much of death
And innocent blood staining the sand

Voices speaking of where to place the blame
Deferring it away from the men who pulled the trigger
Claiming it was forced by politicians
And be the need of self protection
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Seven women and children:
A count which is worse then every fallen soldier
Shot with an American bullet
While fleeing the soldiers and the bombs

Reports of gunships killing indiscriminately
Aiming at men based on shade of skin
Another thirty-three dead
Yet the report is denied by authorities

The war for hearts and minds is being lost
American confidence is dropping
And prosperity with it
Yet while Ba'ath remains, this war cannot end

Wednesday, April 02, 2003

Today was a day of good news
A rescued solder no longer captive
Found with broken limbs
In what was once a stronghold

Whatever happened to her is not universally known
Only that she was captured after taking a wrong road
Questioned about her purpose in Iraq —
As a technician, it was to fix what is broken

The march to Baghdad continues
Now the marines have crossed the river
And another division of Iraqi solders are defeated
The line is thirty miles from Baghdad
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The United States now is supporting the Kurds
Giving air support to the warlords
Aiding them as they build a free Kurdistan
Aiding the future enemies of free Iraq

A dangerous gambit
Aiding a destabilizing force
For the enemies of our enemies
Are not our future allies

The new government will need defended
Kurdistan will need subjugated
Integrated back into Iraq
A new enemy for our solders

Thursday, April 03, 2003

Today there was another strange alliance
The fundamentalist looks to see the infidel overthrown
Supporting the American effort
Hoping for a place in the free government

It is odd to see such an alliance
Working with the Great Satan
To overthrow a lesser Satan
Yet the fundamentalist cannot be conflicted

Ashcroft speaks against Bush
Calling to side against the Christian
Supporting a continued genocide
And destruction of the Church of the Nativity
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The Americans and British march into Baghdad
Occupying the international Airport
Finding the resistance has become soft
Friendly fire the source of the casualties

The British are taking off the shell hats
Dressing is a peace-time uniform
Speaking with the Iraqi people
Showing them they are no longer at war

The South has fallen to Collation administration
Cut off from the failing Baghdad government
In need of a new source of food and water
For they are separated from the Fertile Crescent

The wheat fields near Baghdad
Irrigated by the Tigris River
Do not feed the desert dwellers
For the nation has been in civil war

But those of the desert see the war is over
The infidel is about to fall
Perhaps the citizens of Baghdad will fight with their hands
But most will flee for their lives

Friday, April 04, 2003

There is warning of an unconventional attack
A code word for a weapon of mass destruction
Perhaps the Americans have found a chemical plant
Perhaps they have found the proof they need
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That is the sixty-four billion dollar question
Does Iraq have weapons of mass destruction?
The chief inspector wants to know
Could Iraq hide such weapons from him?

Yet the Iraq denies having such weapons
Claiming instead it is a beautiful strategy
Something never tried before
Something which will change the tide of the war

Michael Kelley died due to driver error
The Washington Post writer died in a ditch
An unfortunate crash
The first American journalist to die in the war

Iraq is still calling upon the citizens to fight
Throwing themselves upon the guns of the enemy
Protecting Iraq from the invaders
Calling everyone to arms

Yet they flee as quickly as they can run
Anxious to escape the soldiers
Afraid of both Americans and Iraqis
Fearing the implications of crossfire

Those who run maybe mowed down by trigger-happy solders
Blood maybe shed
For there is no clean war
The just war is a thing of the past

Tonight tension is high
For the future is unknown
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Saturday, April 05, 2003

No great bomb exploded
The soldiers were not choked with chlorine
There was no evidence of a germ released
The threat seemed empty

Yet there was something new
A peaceful demonstration
People tired of a war
Yet unarmed and not fighting

Testing the resolve of the solders
Members of an army which shoots its own
Seeing if they would hold fire
Or panic at seeing a mass of people

It seems that the resolve was held
There was no mass murders
Tensions maybe high
But the army remained calm

Thus the strategy of Sodom has failed
Hatred for America was not greatly increased

Sunday, April 06, 2003

Travel to Asia has largely been closed
Fear of illness keeping travelers away
Preventing flights from leaving the ground
Further isolating the American people
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Monday, April 07, 2003

Marines claimed to find weapons of mass destruction
Already loaded on a delivery vehicle
Both Mustard and Nerve gas
A true material breach

In a few days this will be tested
In hope that the Marines are right
In hope America will gain prestige
And the gamble will not be a total loss

Tuesday, April 08, 2003

Today is an interesting day for medicine
A clone from a parent dead for 25 years
And a deadly disease identified:
SARS appears to be a complication of the common cold

Tragedy hit in Iraq
Three journalist were killed by friendly fire
A Red Cross worker is missing
And the United States is now hitting civilian targets
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Wednesday, April 09, 2003

Today the Red Cross pulled out of Iraq
Unable to save their own workers from the bombing
Unwilling to risk the lives of the medical team
Announcing that it was impossible to count the civilian dead

There are announcements of people rejoicing on the streets
Casting insults upon the image of Sodom
Giving thanks for the liberation
Ready to show loyalty to the new government

No matter which government, one is needed
Anarchy fills the streets of Baghdad
Looters taking and destroying all they can touch
Police afraid to patrol, lest they are shot by soldiers

Already a political leader was assassinated
Named a ‘collaborator’ by his enemies
Coalition armies cannot defend the Iraqi from terrorists
Bush will find a free government difficult to build

Thursday, April 10, 2003

Though America announced the fall of Sodom
She still fights those who are humiliated by occupation
Though one enemy has fallen
Another must be expunged
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Ambassadors wait at the borders
Waiting to build a provisional government
To restore order
And eliminate Anarchy

Yet it is not yet safe
50 marines were injured in firefights
The enemy is unknown
And the fighting is scattered

But the search for weapons goes on
And thoughts drift to bringing order to Iraq
Thursday April 10 to Sunday April 13
The fire burns on the horizon

Burning the fields of the breadbasket
Fires set by man against man
Men looting and burning all they can find
The museum looted of the national treasures

Bringing a new dark age to the seat of civilization
Destroying the things of the past
Bringing tears to those who love all things Akkadian
Soldiers unable to prevent the destruction

Not ready to fight angry mobs
Not ready to stop the work of the vigilante
Still focused on fighting the last remnant of Ba'ath
So a vigilante security force is formed

Civilians attempting to protect themselves
Keeping homes and businesses from looting
Fighting for their lives
Factions now rule various towns
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A power vacuum pulling for any government
Even one made of organized crime
Even one made of warlords and new dictators
Some seek their own agenda in this reconstruction

Others only wish to see what they need to do their job
Food and medicine: supplies for rebuilding a modern population

Monday, April 14, 2003

The opposition forces are being gathered together
Called upon to form a peaceful government
Ending this war
While the states turn their attention to Syria

Tuesday, April 15, 2003

Today is tax-day
Someone has to pay for the war

Wednesday, April 16, 2003

Work is going on to recapture artifacts
To restore the true wealth of Iraq
To restore the wealth of the world
Saving our common history
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Thursday, April 17, 2003

Anarchy continues in Baghdad
Although a skeleton police force has formed
Mosques are forming their own armies
To bring order to the streets

The love of Americans has dissolved
Replaced with anger over the riots
New political parties building armies
And marching through the streets

No-one knows who is in control
And nobody knows who will win the war
Though Ba'ath cannot win
The United States has not achieved victory

But violence in the streets is nothing new
America has a history of anarchy
Riots filling the major cities
And small militias battling for territory

Assassinations of political leaders and voices of movements
No nation is immune to such tragedy
So the world is forced to mourn
As yet another congressman is put to death.
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Friday, April 18, 2003

Today is the most holy of times for Christians
The time of the crucifixion of Christ
A time to wait for the resurrection
Days filled with prayer, fasting and exception

Even the agnostic joins in the prayers
Respectfully observing the meaning of the days
Knowing this is the heart of the religion
That God would choose to endure the fate of mankind

Today even Iraqi Muslims are praying
Although the nature of the prayers is different
They pray that God be merciful
As their land is overrun by an occupation force

The war seems to be winding down
Prisoners returning home
The fighting now fully replaced by rioting
And battles replaced by police action

Potential leaders are making appearances
Speaking together to negotiate a new government
America remains optimistic
But even the Bush administration announces this could take decades

The Iraqi National Congress now moved from London to Baghdad
Hoping to be the new interim government
Yet the INC is no more unified the Iraq itself
Fighting one another for individual power
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The mosque seeks to build a theocracy
A Islamic government to replace that of infidels
Building an Iraq similar to Iran
Fundamentalist legislating every aspect of life

So far, no weapons of mass destruction have been found or de-
stroyed

Iraq is not governed by pro-western Iraqis
Iraq is not united
Nor is it prosperous

America has not won the war
Every major objective remains to be met.

Saturday, April 19, 2003

Today is Holy Saturday
A day of waiting for something wonderful
A day of hope,
And yet a day of intense mourning.

Sunday, April 20, 2003

The highest of Christian holy days
Today is the day of faith
A day when faith is acted upon
Even by those who doubt
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Monday, April 21, 2003

Today the Queen of Spades was taken
A minor victory for allied forces
A colonial governor has stepped into power
Attempting to rebuild the Iraqi infrastructure

Britain noticed the new-found freedom of Speech
Iraqis protesting the work of the new Government
Upset that they must be ruled by a foreign power
And willing to exercise the new-found freedom to criticize the gov-

ernment

Rumors fly of negotiations with the fledgling government
To make deals with the Iraq's leaders
Yet these must be false
For there is no government, only Colonial leaders

The soldiers look forward to leaving Iraq
But now they must battle the logistics of a modern society

Tuesday, April 22, 2003

Kansas is in sad shape
The economy in free fall
The middle class reduced to poverty
The poor fighting for a days work
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Tax revenues falling quickly
Records were broken
Making this the worst year ever
Stepping backwards to depression

France calls the ending of sanctions
Bringing trade back to Iraq
The UN seeks to restore trade
After the Inspectors return to Iraq

Yet the United States says they are unnecessary
Feeling verification can be given site unseen

Wednesday, April 23, 2003

Iran now lobbies Iraq
Attempting to build a friendly government
Against the United States
Maintaining the nations in the "Axis of Evil."

Speech fill the airways
Accusing the United States
Calling us thieves
As we seek to make the oil flow

Yet Iran and Iraq are never allies
They share only a religion
And are no more at peace
Then one Christian nation and another
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New York endured a bank run
Fear of lost money and items
Not willing to hear that the money is safe
Fearing "account irregularities."

Thus the bank was closed down
Preventing withdrawals
Showing the truth of the economy:
We are reliving the dark days of the past

Thursday, April 24, 2003

Things are worse in Kansas then I remembered
My supplier for pen and ink reduced its stock

Friday, April 25, 2003

The world is no longer focused only on war
Famine and pestilence now hold prominence
Now we step away from the war on terror
To attack disease and hunger

April 26–27, 2003

It is said we will always have the poor
There seems no end to the destruction
Fear fills the world for the failed states
A world where individuals are more dangerous then nations
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Yet the poet still writes
The artists still paint
The artisan still does his craft
Everything continues

Lovers still meet
Knowing they are the world
Seeing nothing outside the other's eyes
Hearing no voice but that of the other

The world grows and shrinks
News comes from the other side of the world
Friends speak together, though five thousand miles apart
Yet fewer miles maybe greater separation

Time comes time goes
A moment to think
Then nothing but work
Sixty days without a break

Monday, April 28, 2003

Today was a protest for school to resume
American soldiers occupying the school
The Americans fired shots into the crowd
Making the objective all the more difficult to complete
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Tuesday, April 29, 2003

Today a new Palestinian government was born
And four more people died in a bombing
Israel calls this the first failure
And sees peace as impossible

So the war must continue
Race and religion divide man from man
Conveniently dividing sides
So those with guns can know their enemy

Denmark speaks of returning refugees
Sending Christians into post Saddam Iraq,
Likely sending them to their death
For the new government is likely as dangerous as the old

Democracy does not guarantee freedom
It only forces the majority view
Replacing one tyrant
With millions of tyrants

The rule of Democracy is the rule of the mob
Those who march in the street
Those whose ideas incite riots
Judge Lynch is the most democratic judge

So the ancient oriental Christians fear for their lives
Knowing they are in the minority
Hated by everyone who is fighting for power
Not welcome to return home
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A few deaths can destroy much planning
And the families of the dead are planning revenge

Wednesday, April 30, 2003

Again the American's shot into a crowd
Damage continues
The people tire of their liberators
Knowing shots fired into a crowd rarely miss

China concerns the world
For SARS in not defeated
But is growing worse
Only Canada has seen the peak

Korea is threatening war
Calling economic sanctions an act of war
Rumors tell of a famine in Ethiopia
There seems no escape from death

Yet not all is bleak
Burundi saw a change of government
From one race to another
Without bloodshed

Hope is weakening fast
Yet can never be destroyed
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Thursday, May 01, 2003

Today is international labor day
The day Europe takes off work and protests
Bush declared the fighting to be almost over
But is unwilling to end the war

Bush wants to keep the prisoners
To continue to hunt for Sodom
He wants to remain at war
Yet to end the casualties

Friday, May 02, 2003

Today Powell visited Damascus
I am very afraid

Saturday, May 03 to Sunday, May 04, 2003

The graduates marched
Preparing to enter new lives
Hearing the words of the speaker
Challenging them to care about their goals

Today is a day to fear
Those walking do not know what tomorrow holds
Two months is long term
Tomorrow is an unknown
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Professors are called to leave
Funds no longer available for the position
The security of Academia has failed
Hope is weakened by this failure

Yet today is not the day for worry
Though even worry fills the words of the graduates
Today is a day to rejoice
Today is a day which marks success.

Monday, May 05, 2003

A government is being started for Iraq
The Electoral college has been formed
Delegates to choose a government
Which represents the various ethnic groups

Critics say that the Ba'ath party is over represented
Time will tell if Ba'ath remains in power

Monday, May 6 2003

There is much talk of lifting sanctions
Even Russia supports this move
Seeing that Iraq has changed
And that the people have suffered enough
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Yet Iraq is not ready to rejoin the world
Not able to compete
For distribution is near impossible
And production is difficult at best

Investment income is difficult in a failed state
Especially if the investment maybe a gift
Yet one corporation has seized the contract
The Oil Company once run by the vice president

Thus fear seizes the heart of the Iraqi
Fear that the corporation maybe the new oppressor
A wealthy class created by governments
Exploiting the riches of "the people."

Wednesday, May 07, 2003

It is time for people everywhere to rejoice
The libraries are largely saved
Artifacts returned in spite of the worst intentions of smugglers
Other items hidden away for fear of looters

Things are not as bad as they once appeared
Six thousand years of history were not lost
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Thursday, May 08, 2003

Today was a strange day
A day necessary to survive
Devoted to obtaining paying work
Yet an expense which is concerning

A half-week's pay spent for a signature
One necessary for nine weeks work
It is necessary to leave the state
For only a couple months of work

The price of moving their and back again
This takes another week
Yet the bills never cease
The job cannot replace rent or utilities.

Three weeks to cover rent and utilities for an empty house
Three weeks to cover the payments to Sally Mae
7 ½ weeks of nine are already spent
Leaving 1 ½ week's pay to live on while in KS City.

This is the life of the laborer
Hoping to somehow survive

May 9–11, 2003

I moved things
Heard nothing
Yet paid some bills
And committed a sin of carelessness.
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Monday, May 12, 2003

Today a dirty bomb exploded in Seattle Washington
Fortunately it was a fake
Attempting to test the abilities of first responders
To treat the injured — and apprehend the terrorists

Tuesday, May 13, 2003

Today was a day of death
Mourning for the dead
As there were thousands
Many to be buried for the second time

Arabia suffered a tragic blow
A blast within a palace
Someone penetrated security
Killing as many as possible

Another blast hit a church
An extremist suicide bomber
Attempting to kill worshipers
Hatred is becoming a way of life

Yet not everything was dark
China sees a possible end to SARS
The number of cases is dropping
And the people are willing to get on with life
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Russia has recreated a national treasure
Amber panels replaced in the Czar's palace
Recreated by master craftsmen
After a close study of old photographs

Wednesday, May 14, 2003

May God help those who have need
For we will always have the poor with us
No job is safe
Even department heads see cutbacks

Thursday, May 15, 2003

Times are hard
even the lawyers are laid off
In Oregon they are unable to prosecute
So even felonies are only given a $600 fine

Friday, May 16, 2003

More preparations have been made for working
In these days, a day of work is a blessing
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May 17–18, 2003

Terror is far from dead
Casablanca, Jerusalem and Arabia
Bombers seeking to make a point
That Bush has not won the war on terror

Some seek to destroy the peace
Others to destabilize
Others to protest
All to kill

Monday, May 19, 2003

Another step is taken away from home
To somewhere distant
Away from friends
Connected to nothing which is familiar

There is no future
Hope has evaporated
Settling is impossible
For there is no stable foundation

The ground is hollow
Ready to sink fast
Swallowing whatever life maybe built
Reducing everything to a ruin
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So the search continues
Seeking somewhere with solid ground
Or at least a place to sleep for the night
And a destination for the morning

Tuesday, May 20, 2003

The heart is filled with fear
The man's soul crushed with loneliness
For nothing came to renew hope
And no one made the attempt

Work never ends
Though the paycheck might never come
The salary suspended
Removed when most needed

Maybe it wasn't a false hope
Only false security
Hope that a new life could be built
Security in knowing where to find home

Yet home is an elusive place
Easily replaced by "lost"
Everything can change
Everything has changed

Family redefined
That which was planted is uprooted
The sense of home taken away
Just as soon as it was established
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The fear grips the heart
And the desperate loneliness brings a tear.

Wednesday, May 21, 2003

Tomorrow can hold no promises
Death and life are not yet revealed
Situations may not improve
Security can fully collapse

Yesterday we heard that the world was safe
Iraq was liberated
The terrorists were on the run
All was right with the world

Today Iraq calls for justice
Children starving in hospitals
Death brought by raw sewage
The people powerless to survive

The blame falls on the Americans
For no one guards the sewer gates
No one rebuilds what is broken
Things are worse then during sanctions

So America is put on trial
Our general indited in Belgium
Called to answer to his "crimes"
The death of innocents and destruction of treasures
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Yet hope is entering the nation
A new resolution will be passed
Establishing a new mandate
Promising a new Iraq

A resolution made of compromises
Inviting weapons inspectors
Bringing in a UN representative to the government
Calling for the United nations to review the occupational govern-

ment

Tomorrow there might be hope for Iraq
But America, Britain, Australia, and Norway are very afraid

Thursday, May 22, 2003

The voice of an infant is heard
Babbling joy to all who will listen
A smiling face
And eyes which do not stop staring

New life brings hope
A smile and a squeal of joy
Perhaps a cry of hunger
Or perhaps a period of sleep

Parent and child:
No choice except hope
For everything is new
And nothing is impossible
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Saturday, May 24, 2003

The words of the sage fill the mind
The future is a fog
Security is impossible
No one can see into tomorrow

No amount of planing is a solution
For planning is futile
The fool builds bigger barns —
Not knowing tonight his life is required of him

Yet not everything is dark
Today hope shone in the darkness
Evidence was seen of a new life
And hope comes for new life

In this maybe sanity
For life has been difficult
Death by suicide
Hope dashed with the market

Wealth is here one day and gone the next
The world's security is a shaky foundation

Friday, May 23, 2003

The house must be put into order:
An evil stench permeates the room
The odor of death and disease
The stench of carelessness
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A force to order must be found
Something to replace the old order
Something to make all new
A force which will drive out the evil stench

There is hope to bring a new smell
The perfume of new life
The smell of opportunity and freedom
The smell of hope

But the cleaning is difficult at best
No one agrees on which odor is which
One man smells the sweet perfume
The other smells the stench of death

Sunday, May 25, 2003

A day devoted to family and loved ones:
Both living and dead

Monday, May 26, 2003

Today is devoted to honor those who have fallen
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Tuesday, May 27, 2003

Casualties have not ended
Our boys still fall in Iraq
The attacks have not stopped
Bullets and grenades sent by "freedom fighters."

Yet casualties fall everywhere
Even when no shots are fired
The wind blows
And someone will fall

Man is so much chaff
Blown about without reason
Destiny carelessly forcing her will
The fates bringing a life worse then death

Wednesday, May 28, 2003

Taxes are reduced
Making for larger checks
A smaller burden
And a smaller bill

Interest rates are reduced
Making for smaller checks
A smaller burden
And a smaller bill
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There is hope for tomorrow
Hope that it will be enough
Hope that the belt need not be tightened
For all is taken care of

Thursday, May 29, 2003

Today was a difficult day for Blair
For there are questions about weapons
America is unsure of its own intelligence
Perhaps Iraq did comply

Only a few trailers were found
Not tons of gas
Nor of anthrax
Nor of plutonium

The liberation is beginning to look like an occupation
Protesters chanting in English
Calling for freedom
And willing to fight for it

The Iraqi is angry for his table is without food
No work, nor hope of work
Raw sewage fills the streets
Nothing works anymore

Conditions were better under UN sanctions
Fewer babies died of hunger
Sewage did not fill the street
There was hope of survival
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The renewed hope is dying
And the newly hopeless are angry

Friday, May 30, 2003

Confusion and hope sets in
Israel sounds confusing
The president speaking against occupation
And for dismantling the settlements

How can the government tolerate this?
An angry xenophobic collation
Must the parliament dissolve again?
How will this end?

Israel is seen as unsafe
The department of state saying not to go there
Americans maybe targets
Of terrorists of ever color

Preparations are made for tomorrow
But none know what tomorrow holds



Chapter 2

Kansas City

Saturday, May 31, 2003

The journey has began
Everything familiar left behind
Or perhaps is just gone
There seems to be no home with the familiar

One by one, hopes of home are dashed
Hope to remain to settle
To live the life dreamed by parents and grandparents
A life which is easy to define

But accomplishments are small
Difficult to define
Perhaps impressive
Yet somehow not enough

129
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The idea of security is false
As is that of home and friendship
There is no loyalty
Even family can disown family

In the unknown there is hope
For there is not yet failure
Opportunities have not yet been lost
Plans are not yet made, nor exhausted

Perhaps there is a place for a new home
New friends, new dreams
Maybe tomorrows life will be built
In the unknown

June 1, 2003

Nothing is familiar yet
There is nowhere to hang my hat
Nowhere to unpack
Only time to sit and wait

There seems no reason to worry
Time will pass and tomorrow will come
Today does not need the worries of tomorrow
Who should worry about the unknowable?

The sounds of the world are silent
An indefinite period of silence
Nothing to worry about
Unless worry introduces itself
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Yet all is familiar
Nothing is new
Everything has been done before
And will be done again

June 2, 2003

Today I saw hope
Hope that everything could turn out OK
Hope I could fill my own shoes
Hope that tomorrow is a day without worries

There is confusion
Ignorance fills the mind
For this is a period away from normal life
Stepping away from all which is familiar

There is a hope that the Sabbath will bring rest
And all will be better from this Sabbath rest

June 3, 2003

Today was a day of voices
Naming responsibility
Bringing out the future in our mind
Naming challenges to face
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Today was a day of unity
Demonstrating shared work
Pushing beyond the point of comfort
Yet not failing

Today was a day of frustration
The drain of the place sets in
Setting off tempers
Crystallizing bias

Today was a good day
May God have mercy when a bad day comes

June 4, 2003

A day of instruction and preparation
And anticipation for the day of rest

June 5, 2003

Today was an unexpected blessing
Though a day of terror
Unceasing noise
Motion and pain

For a short moment silence was kept
For one moment there was rest and peace
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June 6, 2003

Today is a "dry run"
A moment to correct errors
To learn about tomorrow
Hoping all will go well

So far all is well
All challenges are overcome

June 7, 2003

Doubt fills the mind
For dreams conflict one another
The heart is torn
While searching for a home

Why must good-byes be said?
Why must these choices be made?
Nothing is forever
Why must the contract read so?

The voice of the church is the voice of God
A sure calling
Clear and exact in all things
Yet it is the voice of men!

The future is set
Without room for "Plan B"
Yet all is uncertain
And nothing is immune to collapse
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The heart is torn
And waiting resolution

June 8, 2003

A day of freedom and rest
A moment of silence
As all but the quiet ones have left
The room is almost empty

This is a day without work
A day of rest
Time to think and sleep
Time to recover from the noise

Yet tomorrow it begins again
The ground will be full
The Sabbath will be finished
And labor will begin

June 9, 2003

Today is the day of the bellboy
Moving bags
Moving tables and chairs
Preparing for the day
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A day of new faces and names
The mind is a blur
Learning the names
And smiling at a butterfly

A day of harsh self-judgment
And preparation for the next day

June 10, 2003

Only a morning of silence
Following a canceled meeting
No notice
Only Absence

Yet peace is found in waiting
No one to disturb the repose
The early morning filled with silence
Unbroken by the sound of traffic

As the world wakes, silence is broken
People begin the day
Many rising with the dawn
And adding to the sounds of a busy world

So there is only one thing to do,
Brace the spirit against the crowd
Smile and greet those around
And pray for the strength to keep smiling
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June 11, 2003

The flag was dishonored today
Lowered to sour notes
Formed with inexperience
And the weakness of the flesh

Shame fills the heart of the musician
Bringing dishonor to honor
Not showing the deserved technique
But instead stumbling through a half known ceremony

Life is an honorable pursuit
Every moment a time of worship
Every word a prayer
Every act a prophetic message

Yet the importance is forgotten
Routine may set in
Yet the duties are only half remembered
The music will always have a sour note

Though the standard is honored in spirit
The flesh remains weak.

June 12, 2003

Last day of events
The camp winds down
Good-byes must be said
Just as the campers begin to open
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A program disaster
Weather uncooperative
Yet no "plan B"
So the children are wet, cold and miserable

Cries fill the grounds
Desperate
Pained
Worst of all futile

Comfort cannot be given
Not enough leeway
Warmth cannot be offered
Nor dry clothing

So the day ends poorly
The child angry and suffering
The parents meal interrupted
The whole night ruined

June 13, 2003

Payday
And a long break
Several hours off
Time to open an account

Time to sleep
Clean up
And prepare
As the next challenge comes
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And they do come
Another group of children
More four year olds
Another day of chaos

June 14, 2003

The program was broken
The children frightened
Needy
Bored

Illness broke the staff
Leaving few adults to go around
Some escaped
Requiring help from others

The group was always changing
And I fall asleep exhausted

June 15, 2003

The day ends
Children and parents return home
Cries fill the campground
The same as those who would be home, now wish to stay
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The workers are given a Sabbath
A whole day of rest
Time to recover
A day of alone time

June 16, 2003

Ouch time!

June 17, 2003

The hurting will not stop
The head pounds
The stomach churns
Yet work must continue

Tonight is a night spent on the ground
May God have mercy

June 22, 2003

There are surprises
Nothing prepares us
For the future is unknown
And not always the same
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Yesterday and tomorrow
Much alike
Yet different
Change and stumbling

Today is a day of worship
May God bless this day

June 23, 2003

They come
One group leaves another enters
We say goodbye to friends
And hope to make new ones

Found a new use for the “church voice”
Bringing a room to silence
For listening seems a lost art
And silence is a rare blessing

June 24, 2003

A long awaited Sabbath
A special day to replace the Sabbath which was missed
Ending an eleven day week
Bringing a day of rest
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Today is a day of joy
For words come from an old friend
Of all things friends bring joy
For what is familiar visits a strange land

There is comfort in the unknown
Fears all left behind
A Sabbath from all the world
No headlines to torture the mind

June 25, 2003

Sabbath and fast are broken together
The rest was not quite enough
Dinner settles poorly
And everything drops to the gut

A matter of days before true rest
May God have mercy on our flesh

June 26, 2003

One more sleep, then freedom
For today was a rough day
Devoted to stopping fights
And preserving peace
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The work of the warden dose not end
The hours pass slowly
Yet they do pass
Good or bad, all things come to an end

Patience is tough to grasp
Built upon discipline
Waiting for the unknowable
Desperate to find mercy

Yet the eyes do not see
Mercy remains unnoticed
Only suffering is understood
The hardened heart refuses to learn

Yet the goal is growth
To prune away the dead wood
In hope of new growth
May there be fruit for this day!

June 27, 2003

The brawl ended
No more punches thrown
No more taken
And none returned

A time of good-byes
Joyous good-byes
Without a tear shed
Except those held back for the week
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Christ spoke a difficult command
To love as He loves
Love the one who raises a bruise
And show love to an enemy

He loved the betrayer
He loved the one who denied him
Offering forgiveness
Bringing salvation

Yet salvation is difficult to grasp
A world working to enter Hell
Building the inferno
One deed at a time

The church always grows
Yet hell creeps into the church
Breaking down the standard
Denying salvation to this world

June 28, 2003

The happy face is easy to wear
Yesterdays pain is all but forgotten
A few hours solitude
A single night’s rest

The Paraclete gives strength to continue
The power to wear the happy face
Joy replacing exhaustion
An end to yesterdays pain
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Excitement fills the mind
Another week of opportunities
And hope for our Lord’s grace
For He is merciful in everything

June 29, 2003

A day of worship
And a day of work
Teaching and lessons
Bringing music together

A daunting task
For a poor student to teach
Just as is the wounded healer
Or the broken seeking to mend

A day of worship and a day of work
May God have mercy until the Sabbath

June 30, 2003

Not all notes are clear
Not all work shows progress
Yet there is progress
The notes become sure and clear
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Teaching is a difficult task
For the beginner has much to learn
And I’ve forgotten much
Music and I disowned one another

Yet music must continue
Music and musician cannot be separated
Duties might change
Yet the art never leaves the artist

Perhaps the duty will be fulfilled
Perhaps we will achieve success
But effort is required in all things
Perhaps effort beyond what is required

Then again, all that is expected is learning
Expanding abilities beyond what they were yesterday
To fight against the weakness of the flesh
And to conquer frustration

For those who expect to fail must fail
And confidence is rewarded with success
Wen ears and eyes are in tune
And the musician submits to the score, the conductor, and the mu-

sic

When everything finally falls into place
When many players become one single group
Music is created
And the world hears beauty
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But time must pass
The music is only in the mind
No coherent group has been formed
Time in necessary

Impatience and frustration are the enemy
Calm perseverance will bring success

July 1, 2003

There has been a question of dreams
Opportunity and calling
What is the Lord’s work?
Where will tomorrow lead?

Plans are always imperfect
The expected is too much to grasp
And then there is the unexpected
Bringing a ride which cannot be explained

Two tasks are put on hold
One never to be completed
For they are the work of man
And subject to the call of God

Today is a time of preparation
Seeking peace through faith
For the choice is already made
The servant must obey the master
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The Master is merciful in all things
Holding back his revelation until the right moment
When the call is possible
And a moment of silence can be found

No task is too small
A prophet can succeed
Though Elijah took on a nation
Through God’s power the Ba’al fell

Though he was only a man
He prayed, and it was as he asked
Though he was afraid and full of doubt
God gave him the power and authority to do his work

Isaiah was called to fail
Preaching to those who would never hear
Knowing he would not see fruit
He still served the Lord in all things

Tomorrow, life or death, success or failure
All these things are in the Lord’s hands

July 2, 2003

Preparation is made
To choose the best musicians
Those who represent the area
Preparation for a “horse and pony show”
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Silence is not valued in this place
And solitude actively discouraged
The days wear on
And yet quit cannot be found

Perhaps the sounds will come together
But today is one of discord
For harmony is difficult
Some must play their own score

Seeking discord
Forcing foul notes into the music
Unkind words
Spoken with unkind intentions

An attempt to force chords
To bring about harmony
Yet the players read from different scores
And the music degrades after one beat

Sometimes the positive is difficult to see
Surrounded by the negative
Hearing words of complaint and not joy
Only called on to address failures

Why do we seek discord?
How can a Christian call for genocide?
We have seen the score composed by Christ
He even played through the peace

The Word calls us to love our enemies
To bless those who curse
Yet the Church curses her own
Damning themselves to an earthly hell
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Words go against the Spirit of Christ
A pronouncement of hate
Discouraging every attempt to love
Stirring anger and opening wounds

Hope is fading quickly
For Christ brought peace in His flesh
He killed the conflict for the saved
Disarming the disciples — replacing Peter’s sword with love

Yet the church fights herself
Petty jealousies divide leaders
Laymen seeking to tear down one another
She is a house divided against herself

Hope is fading fast
For the church no longer accepts forgiveness
And this fills me with fear
For a church without forgiveness is without salvation

July 3, 2003

Today hope returned
Fear diminished
And the terror was broken
Today a smile broke through

Today a kind word was spoken
Compassion was felt
Replacing yesterdays hatred
Seeking life, not death for the stranger
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Today I heard a word of Christ
Spoken in His Spirit
The action of a Christian
Healing a wound in this world

Today the gospel was preached
Today the gospel was heard

July 4, 2003

Today I am lonely
No time to return to family
No energy to visit friends
A month spent away from real life

Yet a small hint of my life appeared
Another journey to a strange place
Waiting to deliver a sermon
Unsure of the results, or even the message

They tell me this is my home
That I’m surrounded by family
Which are people I do not know
People I’ll never see again

The task of keeping the happy face is difficult
For the strength must come from within
No one offers help
No one but Christ can give it
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So I leave for a weekend
Finding a empty house
A warm bed waiting for me
A meal in the refrigerator

Called to fulfill my normal function
Yet I left my life behind
The day after tomorrow I preach
And I’ve not yet chosen a text

Yet things have been more difficult
It is nice to have returned to familiar territory

July 5, 2003

A day spent alone
Yet the loneliness has ended
No longer fighting expectations
But instead resting

Thoughts fill the mind
What is tomorrow’s sermon?
What does the church need to hear?
What would the Lord have me say?

No prep time
Yet more then adequate
None of the people heard me preach
So none would know an old sermon
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Over a month of time to prepare
Watching the lives of youth
Seeking the message they need to hear
How Jesus can help them even now

So many ask for Holiness
To be made righteous before God
And Jesus gives us His own
When He took Man’s flesh — He made it sacred

He gives us help in all things
The power to “turn the other cheek”
The power to speak with authority
To power to do what needs to be done

The one who denied Christ
Was given power to profess Him
Power to overcome his fear
Even though it meant to die as Jesus died

Even the man who is angry with his brother
Can receive the power to love his enemy
For Christ is our peace
He killed the conflict in His flesh

July 6, 2003

A strange day
And one which will leave an impact
For today was not as planned
But a question of life or death
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A churchwoman went to the hospital
Collapsing at the church
The service was delayed
Waiting for an ambulance

Twenty minutes passed
An eternity for an emergency
Maybe the difference between life and death
As good as nothing

The day’s sermon was not preached
But instead a new text was chosen
Hoping to speak to troubled hearts
Hoping to speak a prophetic message for the moment

In one moment, called to be more then a traveling preacher
But to act as a pastor

July 7, 2003

A disconcerting day
Some struggle with truth
Yet too stupid to form a good lie
A sign of a long week

Today I heard from home
Family and friends
News of what might be
And news of what I’d missed
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Today I heard news of a good-bye
Maybe yet to come
But the future is unknown
And many dreams are abandoned

There is nothing left for the heartless one to give
No strength to survive the week
Just as there was not strength to survive this day
Yet God’s grace is always enough

July 8, 2003

Today I need Jesus
To learn grace and forgiveness
To love as He commanded
Even those who do not show love

How do we preach the gospel
In a place where Jesus is foreign?
How do we change the heart
When the culture belongs to the enemy?

July 9, 2003

Some things are best forgotten
To be writ in water
And not in stone
And not all truths need spoken
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July 10, 2003

As the wind blows
So are those ruled by the Spirit
The prophet is speaking one day
A voice which may never be heard again

The apologist wrote of the day of visitation
The voice of the Father
Calling Man to the Son
The opportunity to follow

All opportunities end
God cannot wait forever
Eventually it is too late
And all will find judgment

As the wind blows
So the Spirit speaks to the heart of Man
The heart must be silent and listen
Or the still small voice cannot be heard

July 11, 2003

Last day
One more sleep
Then the journey home
A time to say good-byes
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The mind fills with questions
Where is home?
Things are always changing
Including my place in this world

Where will I go?
Not welcome to stay
Not ready to go
Only ready for a rest

The church debates my destiny
Speaking of calling
Asking about ministry
And about my position in this world

Yet this heart is torn
Desiring to minister
Yet desiring home
Again hearing the words of a friend

Reminded of the desire to see friends
Exchange a few words
Share another meal together
To once again see a familiar face

The heart is ready for a long journey
A journey to see home and old friends
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July 12, 2003

Another journey home
Only two sleeps
One whole day
Without time to do chores

Today is a day of friends
To hear the voices of loved ones
To see faces
To talk about whatever fills the mind

Today is a day to see family
To spend with people
For the journey was quiet enough
Filling the need for solitude

A return to home
Though emptied of its contents
Waiting for my return
Although locked somewhere safe

A day to sit in my own chair
To sleep in my own bed
Two days may not be enough
To recover from the last 43

The greater part of duty is fulfilled
And God has remained merciful
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Sunday, July 13, 2003

A visit home
Reminded that life continues without me
Though many friends were gone
Enough remained to fill the day

The house is empty of food
Yet few meals were missed
Hospitality was freely offered
And gladly accepted

Reminded that life goes on without me
Missing the benefits of other's knowledge
Unable to discuss my work
Instead waiting for another year

Twice having discussed the future
One wishing a change in location
Another a change in occupation
A life devoted to art

Just long enough to miss my home
To desire to stay
And escape my summer duty
Hiding under the bed —

Spending the next two weeks preparing a paper
Ready to discuss with old professors
Ready to write up that proposal
And continue chasing after personal goals
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Yet the commitment is stronger then all of this
And the call of duty cannot be ignored

July 14, 2003

Today silence was kept
A few moments open for worship and prayer
A small time given to God
Replacing time which was stolen

Yet there is much to be learned
For only the form was kept
The substance left behind
The worship non-existent

How do you teach “Be still and know that I am God”
The art of hearing the still small voice?
How do you stop the noise inside
And change the heart to be like Jesus?

For this a miracle must happen
Christ must heal the spirit and the mind
He must look over the storm
And say “Peace be still”.

For no one can hear one voice out of many
All but the One Voice must be silenced
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July 15, 2003

For a third time a future was spoken
A prediction and a word of hope
For words are a great love
Showing what is inside

A life devoted to words
Quiet reflection, study, and writing
Words flowing through the pen
And filling volumes

Yet one question remains
Who would read these words?
Unpublished research is not research
But only a hobby

Words are intimate things
Showing others the writers mind and soul
Unread they do not do their duty
But instead are spoken to the wind

July 16, 2003

Today the gospel was preached
Calling for a new life
Though the hearers are unwilling
They listened and participated

But none can follow unless God calls
At least for a moment there was enough quiet to hear
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July 17, 2003

The violence cannot be conquered
Dwelling deep within the heart
Stubborn
Unwilling to bend

Hatred fills the being
Seeping outside
Showing in they eyes
Affecting the voice

A punch is thrown
Words are spoken
The fight continues
Though quickly interrupted

Peace seems beyond our grasp
For it is treated as the enemy
Again good-byes are said without hope
Wondering if any good was done

For today I am hated
And everything I do is ignored

July 18, 2003

One final insult
A face full of spit
A final declaration of hatred
Before parting ways
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I am hated here
Yet must refuse to return evil for evil
<Later that day>
A long period of silence

Giving rest after a long morning
A moment to recover
To seek the lost joy
There were no new voices

No insults were unknown
Hatred is nothing new
And has been endured until death
But Jesus loves me

He has given me His own name
Remade me in His image
Making me something holy and perfect
The world hated Christ

The world hates his followers
Yet the world cannot take away their identity
They have what Christ gave them
In all things His grace is sufficient

And His strength will be seen as my own
For in everything he gives joy and peace
And boldness in speech and action
Perhaps more tears will be shed

But when the time comes,
Christ is my life and strength
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July 19, 2003

Voices are everywhere
Yet no words are understood
Nothing is certain
The role is confusing

The hammer falls steady
Hard work, yet nothing is accomplished
Digging a hole to fill it again
And preparing rooms which are never used

No peace given for eating
Nor time to collect thoughts
Until the scheduled time to word
When the job is unnecessary

Today was to be a meeting
My work to be evaluated
Questions raised by those who understood
And can offer hope for the future

But today is spent in a strange land
Surrounded by what I cannot understand
Spent on people who do not touch my future
Nor are able to understand

So everything is delayed another year
Leaving tomorrow uncertain
For I cannot known where I’ll sleep next
Nor what duty I will receive
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July 20, 2003

A day of recovery
Hearing the gospel preached
Christ’s name praised
A day of peace

July 21, 2003

A long sleep

July 22, 2003

A day gripped with fear
For people come again
Pain begets anger and fear
And sometimes pan cannot be controlled

So I look for somewhere to hide
Somewhere to regain strength
To cry out tears
And yell at God releasing my anger

A time to wait for the comforter
God’s messenger to bring food and a good word
Allowing a moment of rest
A new strength
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Hoping to hear that all would be all right
Hoping to hear, and to believe

July 23, 2003

The fear continues
Frustration does not end
Everything is gone
No more strength left

Fighting old daemons
The age old struggle
Hoping Christ will conquer the weakness of the flesh
And the pain which will not end

July 24, 2003

The fear died down
Peace has entered the heart
Things are not dismal
Though nothing seems safe

Hearing the world around
Wondering at what seems important
Knowing it all will pass
And tomorrow brings new worries
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People seem so strange
Caught up in yesterday
Caught up in tomorrow

Yet not holding on to the moment they have

Arguing about who possesses the best
Not knowing possession is an illusion
People seem funny and sad
For the world is very confused

July 25, 2003

One more sleep
Then good-bye

July 26, 2003

Good-byes are said
The end of a time
For the church camps are over
The next faces will be new

The world moves on
Things always change
New faces for neighbors
Perhaps new faces everywhere
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The winds of opinion change
One day hatred rules the heart
But no one can hate forever
The heart always changes

Yet some rely on hate
Calling on it to control people
Bringing unity for a time
But ending it with bloodshed

To gamble has been made
And may God have mercy on us all

July 27, 2003

Today is a day of hope
For the next week will be good
The plans are finished
The program is prepared

All that remains is to wait
And pray that all will be well

July 28, 2003

Today is a good day
Everything looks bright
Hope for now
And hope for tomorrow
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July 29, 2003

Hope was not misplaced
For the gospel was preached
The words of Jesus repeated
And God’s name was praised

July 30, 2003

The Lord is merciful and gracious
Bringing a moment of silence
Peace to a room
Speaking to His servants

July 31, 2003

A confusing day
Not knowing Hello from good-bye
Perhaps I’ll go home with something of value
But no one knows the future

August 1 & 2, 2003

The work is ended
Allowing a return home
A true Sabbath
And a very long sleep
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Hutchinson Kansas

Sunday, August 03, 2003

The wars have not ended
Occupation more difficult then expected
In wars promising young men die
And nothing can change this

One half the active army is in Iraq
Over half the war planes flying in those skies
Yet no weapons of mass destruction have been discovered
And there is no democratic Iraq

The words of the talking heads have changed very little
August is very much like May
Today is the first day without casualties
In a war with no end in sight

169
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Monday, August 04, 2003

A strange day
Filled with surprise
Waiting to see what happens
What the work of religion will bring

Religion spiting families
Separating husband and wife
Seeking national security
Yet bringing none

Religion breaking apart a church
Arguing to the very end
Yet not finding a resolution
For the laity cannot agree with the clergy

The world community watches
The world waits and prays
For the world can be a scary place
And tomorrow is full of its own worries

Tuesday, August 05, 2003

The year of terrorism has continued
Explosions from bombs
Bringing death, injury
And losses to American companies
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Though victories were claimed
"Breaking terrorist networks"
Buildings continue to explode
Terror still fills the world

Inspectors are visiting Iran
Fearing the have the Bomb
For they seems to be hiding something
And the world fears a nuclear Iran

Yet not all signs are bad
Perhaps the civil war will end in Liberia
Perhaps Iraq will be rebuilt
For some Iraqis are expecting a profit

Anarchy has not ended
Yet business must continue
There is great fear
And distrust

Perhaps the Americans favor Americans
Replacing local companies with the American competition
AT&T providing phone service
The competition shut down by the provisional government

Yet American ethics are eroding
Theft at the marketplace
Theft at the corporate headquarters
Defrauding customers and owners
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Wednesday, August 06, 2003

Liberia hopes for peace
Surrounded by foreign soldiers
Hailing them as heroes
Ending a civil war

So the people put down their guns
Both fighting for something they see as evil
Either a legitimate dictator
Or an insurgency ready to replace him

Foreign armies may allow an election
Protecting the government established by the people
From those who support the past
And from those who want to gain new power

Man works to master other men
And Man works to overcome nature
Fighting the largest fires in memory
And creating copies of a horse

The face of the church is always changing
The future of the Anglican communion is unknown
For the spark has lit a great fire
One that will burn around the world

It is amazing what can happen in a single day
And how long the effects can last
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Thursday, August 07, 2003

A new attack happened in Iraq
An attack against an ally
A bomb ripped apart the Jordan embassy
Leaving many innocents dead

No one can guess a motive
Nor guess a suspect
For Jordan’s enemies are few
And those are publicly against terrorist acts

The democrats are beginning to run against the war
Calling that Iraq did not improve anything
That the effort was wasted
Sending the message that we should not be there

The circus at California continues
Attempting to will a plurality of votes
Thousands of candidates
$3,500 and 65 signatures

An actor is a favorite to win
A moderate republican
Mocked for his roles in “B” movies
Mocked his accent and his short lines

Not always taken seriously
But the last republican actor to run won
He advanced from governor
And entered the White House
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Friday, August 08, 2003

Today a meeting was called
The Archbishop of Canterbury
Hearing the news from America
Was filled with concern

Africa and Asia are in turmoil
The church might split
Bringing the appointment of one diocese
To a world wide crisis

The date is set for a summit
In October the decisions will be made
So the world watches and waits
And Anglicans everywhere pray for God’s mercy

The world learned a meeting was held
A group of scientists
A group of military people
In the unlikely place: Nebraska

The discussion was a return to Nuclear weapons
Deploying them for battlefield use
Attacking underground strongholds
Breaking them with a most powerful siege-engine

The world is very afraid
Only one nation has used such weapons in war
And that one only twice
For the destruction was an awful thing
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That one nation is discussing using them again
Redesigning them as a conventional weapon
Further blurring the lines
For in New York, a plane is a weapon of mass destruction

But nothing is known until it happens
Although there is no comfort in waiting for the worst
The stomach knots up in fear
Watching the cycle of revenge continue

Saturday, August 09, 2003

The FBI visits Iraq
Bringing new talent
Hoping to solve a strange crime
The bombing of Jordan

Israel is in danger
Danger she brought on herself
Again the Palestinians call for revenge

For destroyed houses and dead innocents

Israel fears cease-fires
Afraid the terrorists will regroup
Having a few moments to rearm
And a period to make plans

So she attacks
Trying to keep the freedom fighters busy
Ignoring the cease fire
Sending soldiers to raid
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Every destroyed building
Every dead child
Serves as a recruitment poster
With the slogan “revenge!”

Sunday, August 10, 2003

A wonderful Sabbath
Resting from everything

Monday, August 11, 2003

Liberia finally has a new government
The new government hoping the civil war will end
Willing to give a government post the rebels
Knowing that the man they opposed was a tyrant

Iraq’s government is growing
The judicial system regains judges
So the can arbitrate simple civil matters
And even practice some law

The economy maybe building
Or perhaps contracting
But services remain necessary
So people invest in their own communities
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Store fronts close
And are opened again
Not everything is dismal
There is always hope

Tuesday, August 12, 2003

The cycle of revenge continues
A few deaths in Jordan and Egypt
Followed by a couple in Israel
Keeping a promise made days ago

The world still things of terrorism
Everything fills the mind with New York
One month to prepare for the anniversary
Yet those injured outside New York are forgotten

Insurers attempt to avoid payments
Claiming that the loss is not that great
Repair is possible
And not as expensive as replacement

Wednesday, August 13, 2003

North Korea rattles the nuclear saber
Making threats
Hoping to gain something
Through fear of retaliation
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A trial takes place today
For a British arms dealer
Who sold a fake missile
To an equally fake terrorist

Military trials continue
To question possible terrorists
Yet lawyers stay away in droves
Unwilling to follow the rules

Unwilling to have monitored conversations
Unwilling to be asked to leave the courtroom
Unwilling to collect intelligence
When they are supposed to be defending the rights of the accused

The army says this is necessary
For some evidence is classified
Not even a lawyer can know it
Not even to defend his client

It is necessary
For the intelligence is vital
The interrogator can not get all the information
Maybe a defense attorney can learn the next target

The national guild of defense lawyers made their ruling
No ethical attorney could agree to these rules
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Thursday, August 14, 2003

A new epitome of the Constitution has been produced
In hope that children would read
Knowing the system of our government
Breaking the line of generations who do not understand

Perhaps a day will come when we know where we are from
We can read our past
And understand the “bill of rights”
No special interest claiming what was never stated

There is darkness in the East
As the power in the city is lost
Power lost for the whole east
Going all the way to Canada

No one yet knows what happened
How so many cities could be without light
No one knows where the problem lies
Only darkness everywhere

New York, Toronto, Ottawa
All the way to Detroit Michigan
No signals giving advice on where to drive
The cities filled with chaos

France now has the count of the heat
Over three thousand died from the weather
A whole continent baked
Filled with weather familiar in Kansas
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Friday, August 15, 2003

The night was quiet
The looting of the 70's was not repeated
The emergency calls were only doubled
Fires from candles and more medical emergencies

Iraq continues to complain
Looking at 50 million without power
The breakdown from a few hours
And their own power interruption of months

When power is fully restored
The army of utility workers will not leave
Instead they will continue to build
Attempting to guarantee this will not happen again

Monday, August 18, 2003

Two days have passed
The subways are running again
The power is on
Although some worry that it may not stay on

Iraq is difficult
For the are angry at the USA
Angry for they cannot live
And the stuff of living is broken down
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Pipelines unable to carry oil
But instead burning
Water unavailable
Electricity nearly nonexistent

America is difficult
With many states bankrupt
Politics in turmoil
And wages falling

The future is uncertain at best
Tomorrow is a big unknown

Tuesday, August 19, 2003

The UN building in Iraq is rubble
A truck bomb destroyed the building
Killing many who were inside
Including the chief diplomat to Baghdad

Inside was a conference on land mines
Many seek to ban these terrible traps
Items with little military use
Except to kill civilians

Few can believe this
Why anyone would attack the United Nations
Those who work for peace
Those who work to feed the masses
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A bus exploded in Jerusalem
The sound heard all the way to Jordan
Killing without discrimination
Yet two militant Muslim groups claimed responsibility

Young surgeons now have some time off
The workweek limited to 80 hours
Ending the forty hour day
Bringing rest to the weary

Dean speaks about his campaign
Speaking of the state of the nation
Looking at government health care
Hoping for a living wage

Wednesday, August 20, 2003

Today is a day of conformation
The man who killed the UN chief envoy is dead
His remains were in the truck
So he also died in the blast

The Palestinian leaders are angry
Calling for justice
Angry about the terrorism
Though it was to "support" Palestine

The Prime minister calls for justice
Calling against Islamic Jihad
Naming this as act against Palestine
Destroying the interest of the people
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The Israeli army is again on the march
Angry about the bomb
Ready to take revenge again
Ready to reoccupy the West Bank

So the Americans speak to Israel
Sending their sympathy
Leaning on the Palestinians
Reminding them that the killing must stop

The US Supreme Court will not hear a case
For the Supreme Court of Alabama disagrees with a district court
They will not move a monolith
Carved with some words from Exodus:

Do not have any other gods before me
Do not make any carved image
Do not take the name of your Lord God in vain
Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy

Honor your father and mother that your days may be long upon
the earth

Do not murder
Do not commit adultery
Do not steal

Do not testify falsely against your neighbor
Do not desire what belongs to your neighbor
There is a complaint that these are religious
And the monument establishes a religion
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That this violates the first Amendment
Which states Congress shall make no law
Yet Congress did not build this monument
Congress did not name the religion of Alabama

Nor can Congress forbid such a monument
The law must come outside of congress
Yet the high court refuses to hear the case
And the Supreme Court of Alabama suffers injustice

Thursday, August 21, 2003

Israel has ended the cease-fire
Attacking a road in Gaza
Shooting missiles
Fired from an F-16

Three died for one target
Some heard the explosion and went to help
To find they were caught in another
For the missiles continues to come

Alabama ruled the monument removed
Deciding that it has no place where it is
For the law does not support it
This is the ruling of the state court.

Yet the chief justice will not back down
Though his is the minority opinion,
So he is without a leg to stand on
And without anymore argument in his fight
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France is angry
For over 10,000 are now dead
While the president was on vacation
In the cool of Canada

Perhaps there will be an inquiry
Looking into the ministers
Examining the government
Questioning what the government could have done

August 22, 2003

Nature can be harsh
Hardly the loving mother of life
But instead a harsh enemy
Destroying all we seek to build

She kills the good and the evil
She destroys life and livelihood

August 23, 2003

A quiet Sabbath
Although the funeral march was frightening
Words spoken against terrorism
And promising tit for tat

Today maybe a peaceful day
But there are promises of violence tomorrow
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August 24, 2003

Today is a day of violence
Missiles flew into Israel
Bombs exploded in India
Terror continues

August 25, 2003

The imprisoned priest was murdered
Though he was in protective custody

August 26, 2003

Excitement never ends
For today was an interesting day
A day to make application for a visa
And start preparations for travel

In one month from today I'll be in China!
The preparations are almost complete
Except how this will work
What will I leave behind?

The applications sit waiting to be mailed
Waiting for an official photo
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Wednesday, August 27, 2003

The world is watching Mars
He is closer then any can remember
Brighter then ever
Brighter then everything else in the sky

The polar caps visible
Even to a simple telescope
The disk visible
Even with the naked eyes

So we look up and see the red tint
Looking to Mars the Bringer of War
Knowing the ancient world saw omens in the sky
And the war god's star grows to overpowering

War in Israel
War in Iraq
Terrorism in India and Indonesia
Violence grows throughout the world

Israel threatens occupied Jordan
Returning death with death
And Palestine avenges their deaths
There seems no hope for peace
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Thursday, August 28, 2003

Michigan University just revamped its admissions
Changing the consideration given by race
For there were points given
Lowing or raising the standards according to skin tone

The laws were changed
Affirmative action no longer in vogue
And this practice was frowned upon
Thus race no longer is awarded points

It appears that the economy will improve
As we approach 3% growth
Manufacturing artificially stimulated
By America's need to rearm herself

North Korea is ready to build new arms
Threatening to claim herself a nuclear nation
Testing a nuclear weapon
And expand the program

Today Blair was mocked
Called upon to resign
For the war is unpopular
And Blair is blamed for his unfailing support
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Friday, August 29, 2003

Today a bomb exploded
Killing a cleric and many worshipers
The car parked outside a mosque
The target was Iraqi Muslims

The bomb exploded at the end of the sermon
People laying on their faces
Praying to their God
Interrupted by the shock of the blast

Thrown across the room
Deafened by the noise
Covered in their own blood
And the blood of others

People run outside
In anger, fear and shock
Not knowing who to blame
Not knowing how to exact revenge

None know how many died
Some say over 100
Some say over four
None can guess why

Nobody claimed responsibility
Though the victims have their guesses
Some say Israel or the Jews
Others say America
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Whatever it was, it was an attack against Islam
Killing only the faithful
Layoffs continue
Yet this is a recovery

Monday, September 01, 2003

Ba'Bath denied responsibility
America does not see the attack as resistance
But instead as terror
So perhaps we believe Sodom.

Tuesday, September 02, 2003

Plans are made for the trip to China
Plane tickets purchased
Yet still no visa
The wait continues

Wednesday, September 03, 2003

The United States seeks allies
Suffering from the cost of war
A war which drives up prices
And eats up assets
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Israel has marked its occupation
Painting new borders
Eating into the land of Jordan
And isolating people

Farmers removed from their farms
A city separated from its water supply
Factories closed
For Israel erected a fence on the neighbor's yard

Thursday, September 04, 2003

Abbas is fighting for his position
Though elected Prime Minister
Arafat holds power
And Abbas wants a vote of confidence

Sharon is working to remove the Palestinians
Building a fence
Attempting to set up a reservation
Reserving occupied Jordan for Israel

Sharon wants a Jewish state
Yet he wants to keep the occupied land
To remain Jewish — Non Jews must cease to vote
Thus the need to establish reservations

There seems the need for more troops
For there are not enough soldiers
Many places need secured
And the casualties do not stop
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France and Germany are uncomfortable
Unwilling to serve under the United States
Unwilling to join in on the post war conflict
Not ready to send UN troops

So prayers go up to the divine
Asking for His mercy in all things
That noting big will go wrong
And that the job is not greater then the workers

There is a debate of building a new Iraqi army
Re-recruiting former soldiers
Even bringing in former officers
Hoping this would ease the cost of occupation

Yet Iraqi troops have not had good fortune
Iraqi policemen killed by terrorists
Iraqi policemen killed by American soldiers
Unable to tell an ally from an enemy

Friday, September 05, 2003

Today a Mosque was shot up
Killing three men
Another anti-Muslim terrorist
Attacking Muslims in Baghdad

The democrats speak against the war
They speak against the President
And the way he handled Iraq
Hoping to replace him in thirteen months
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Dean keeps the lead
But it is still early
For many do not yet know any names
Even Lieberman is forgotten

Lieberman speaks for the republican vote
Calling to maintain Bush's policies
Reversing only the most reckless
Attempting to maintain Status Quo

Today the Kansas State fair begins
Bringing thousands to Hutchinson
Filling the roads
Filling the grounds

Bringing work for ten days
A shot in the arm of the towns economy
For every hotel is full
And every man can have over a hundred hours of work

Saturday, September 06, 2003

Today Abbas resigned
Unwilling to continue
Unwilling to fight for influence
Unwilling to share his government with the PLO

Israel also argues about Arafat
Saying he needs removed
Unwilling to accept his presence
Afraid of the effects of the PLO
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Powell is calling for allies
And help from the UN
Willing to compromise
Willing to surrender some control

The Cubs are having a wining season
The Royals are doing well
This is a strange year
For the Cubs might win the pennant

Sunday, September 07, 2003

Bush spoke to the world
Promising to do what was necessary
To win his war on terror
Saying that war prevented terror

Bush feels that peace invites terror
So soldiers must be deployed
Areas must be occupied
"Weakness" must not be shown

So Bush calls the world to do its part
Not to benefit without payment
Though this call to action is given the world
The world may not be ready to hear
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Monday, September 08, 2003

Amnesty International speaks against Israel
Calling against their treatment of the non Jews
Calling this a Human rights violation
And calling them to show some concern

India also spoke with Israel
Communication about the war on terror
For both must deal with terrorism
And India must buy weapons against Pakistan

Tyson is fading quickly
Laying off many workers
Closing factories
Even in growth areas

A glut of chickens floods the market
Too many minimum wage meat packers
Working for Tyson to produce Chicken
So the market leader downsizes

Again more jobs are lost then created
Even though those receiving unemployment drops
A sign of long term joblessness
As the benefits end before finding a job

France demands the establishment of a legitimate government
Iraqis under self rule
The provisional government dissolved
Before peace keepers are sent
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They want the request of the government
One they claim does not exist
Not reinforcements for American troops
Not troops to help maintain the occupation

Tuesday, September 09, 2003

Congress balks at the President's speech
Uncomfortable with the budget shortfalls
Uncomfortable with sending new money to Iraq
For all the money has already been spent

The soldiers remain in Iraq
The first to go having rotations extended
Those going in told they will be there for a full year
America starts to admit that this might take some time

So families remain broken up
Employers keep employees in Iraq
Kids fight an unknown enemy
And people die on every side

The Supreme Court argues campaign contributions
The cost of running for office
How much can be donated
And who can run advertising

The question is how much can be regulated
What regulation does free speech allow?
Are regulations unfair to challengers?
For incumbents usually win congressional elections
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The laws were passed by those with the advantage
Those who need less money
Those with names are already known
Those who want reelected

Right now every election is vital
For the world has become connected
And politicians decide policy
And Policy has become a mater of life and death

How many troops will go where?
Will the draft be reinstated?
What is the fate of social security?
Will my generation be able to retire?

So decisions are being made
Decisions which may effect tomorrow.

Wednesday, September 10, 2003

The experts estimate 20% of eight graders drink
And over half of seniors in High School
They wreck cars
And they commit violent crimes

There is a study of how to influence children
And they feel they must influence adults
For someone has to supply the booze
Someone needs to hold the ID
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There is talk of raising taxes
Both by states and by the nation
Yet the brewers are opposed
Saying the tax will solve nothing

The cost of the drinking is in the billions
For accidents on pubic roads cost public funds
Violent crime cost public funds
As does running the detention center

Perhaps greater tax is called for
Maybe not as a solution
But to help pay for the problem
For today's youth culture is prohibitively expensive

Republicans are dropping out of the race
Trying to free the way for Arnold
Avoiding a Democrat victory
By not splitting the Republican vote

Israel attacked Gaza
Sending planes and missiles
Killing a senior official of Hammas
Another high profile assassination

The day before two people blew up
One in a bus station
Another in a restaurant
Killing many in Jerusalem

The day before soldiers entered Hebron
Israeli soldiers started shooting
Killing people in the city
One of which was a small child
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Thus the peace process is even more difficult
The cycle of revenge continues
Israel promises to wipe out Hammas
So the planes and gunships will continue to fly

America, Poland and Bulgaria broke up a demonstration
People demonstrating in occupied Iraq
Those who don't feel free when soldiers carry guns in the streets
America killed three and wounded other demonstrators

So bad will continues
Demonstrations may become more violent
Bringing fear that demonstrations may become riots
And rioters will overrun the soldiers

A suicide bomber bombed a CIA building in Iraq
Another a military vehicle
Killing many innocents
Though targeting America

Yet not all is ever bad
Saudi Arabia investigated itself
Asking how their people could attack USA
One of the kingdom's closest ally

They studied many people
They studied the school curriculum
Learning there is a seed of terror
Learning that some Saudi approve

People see America's war on Terror
And perceive a war on Islam
They see over-zealous Christian militants
Wanting to change the whole map
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The government seeks to change this
If America is hit by terror again
They do not want people to cheer
Nor more Saudi citizens to commit hate crimes

Thursday, September 11, 2003

Today a second year memorial is held
Families at “Ground Zero”
Orphans reading the names of the dead
All three thousand names

Votes are delayed in Palestine
Politicians unable to meet
For Israeli security is tight
And the Parliament could not travel

More people missed mortgage payments
More people lost their jobs
For perhaps there is a recovery
But the job market has not recovered

A politician in Sweden was stabbed
Murdered for an unknown reason
Killed by an unknown person
Though she was admired, even by opponents

Many thought she would rise in power
Gaining the seat of Prime minister
For she had great talent as a politician
Able to communicate with all classes
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Water rights continue to be argued
Farmland lies fallow
For people need water
And there is not enough to go around

So there is work to conserve water in California
Farmers must share water with city dwellers
Otherwise the city dwellers die of thirst
So fields lie fallow — and water conservation is studied

Friday, September 12, 2003

Today more policemen died
Gunned down by soldiers
Eight died many more wounded
Gunned down by the occupation force

Americans killing allies
Destroying the hope for unoccupied Iraq
Boys who cannot keep their hand off the trigger
Boys who will lose this war for everyone

Bush made it clear that we will continue war
For he feels war prevents terror
Keeping the fighting in someone else’s back yard
And our own world inaccessible

No nation can afford war forever
The budged shortfalls are too high
The cost in men and machines
Is enough to break any nation
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Johnny Cash died
But his distinctive voice was heard by many
Leaving him in the rock and roll hall of fame
Leaving him in the country music hall of fame

Saturday, September 13, 2003

Israel intends to remove Yasher Arafat
The world is concerned
Even the United States is opposed
And Palestine is angry

Iraq is also a powder keg
Many are angry at the occupation
Soldiers killing policemen
Soldiers ignoring permits

France is calling for the US occupation to cease
The authority turned over to the UN
Ruled jointly with the "Iraqi council"
Preparing a constitution

France calls for the provisional government to end
Elections in only a year's time
So the United Nations can stop ruling
Starting the experiment of a democratic Iraq

The US calls this unrealistic
And is unwilling to accept this plan
Though they claimed they wanted to go in and out
Now they want soldiers in Iraq to "fight terrorism."
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Sunday, September 14, 2003

This is the hundredth year of flight
The Wright brothers invented the plane
Flew a short mission on Kittyhawk
And brought a new era

The original plane went on tour
To celebrate the invention of flight
But the tour has stopped dead
For the truck towing the plane was stolen

America second-guesses Iraqi justice
Setting prisoners free
Those accused of any crime
Including theft and murder

Iraq is frustrated
Wanting to have a working system
Yet fighting with conflicting ideals
And people who cannot understand

Communication is broken down
Not enough soldiers speak Arabic
Not enough Iraqis speak English
One hand does not know what the other does

America fighter the occupation government
Though it was established by America
Though it is officially supported
It is fought through ignorance
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Monday, September 15, 2003

Nablas welcomes the occupation
Palestinians welcome Israeli soldiers
Strange but understandable
For Anarchy is unbearable

Gunmen ran the city
The Palestinian Authority unable to protect
For the Police force was broken
The security was otherwise occupied

The Gunmen extorted businesses
Robbed common citizens
Unaware of the damage they did
For they only think of revenge

So the soldiers are seen as a relief
Soldiers targeting the gunmen
Taking away the towns biggest problem
The terrorists which settled there

The Kurds and Turkey maybe fighting
But this time as allies
Both are nervous
But both are interested in Iraq

Turkey fears a new Kurdistan
The Kurds fear Turkish oppression
So the soldiers better fight far apart
On opposite sides of the nation
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Tuesday, September 16, 2003

Almost one third of the homeless were once soldiers
Though there are few that were soldiers
After the army there is no place for them
No home for living — and no jobs for rent

No one know what this will bring
For right now there are many soldiers
The Militias are overexerted
Testing the patriotism of employers

Every war comes at a great price
Those called to pay keep on paying
The sacrifices never end
For the price is in blood and tears

We are at war
Yet not called to conserve
Not called to hold back purchases
Nor to buy government bonds

The population is not called to sacrifice
There seems no need to give anything up
We still fuel up the automobile
And give no thought to rationing
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Wednesday, September 17, 2003

The Eastern seaboard waits in fear
For the storm is coming
And no one is every ready for the storm
Many run, and hope the home survives

Thursday, September 18, 2003

Time passes
Soon things will be understood
Like the place I must call home
Were to live for the next period

Life always seems on the move
Tomorrow is uncertain
Things are always changing
Except when they are not

Today I learned I might be traded
Teaching at a different school
Maybe the benefits would be changed
All there is to do is hope for the best
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Friday, September 19, 2003

Though the winds have slowed
The effects are still there
Isabel has hit the capitol
And DC was brought to a stop

The Potomac has risen over flood-stage
The electricity is turned off
The streets are flooded
The water is contaminated

The Federal government is shut down
For Isabel has made a mess
The train station is closed
Planes do not fly

Today several Spaniards were arrested
Though they were born in the Arabic world
These men are thought to be part of Al-Qayda
And they will be judged as such

In Spain the judge is also the prosecutor
The judge investigates crimes
The judge writes indictments
The judge makes the final call — guilty or innocent

Thus the view of the judge is already decided
These men are terrorists
They are of the same type who hit New York
They are surely guilty
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The argument of drilling continues
Now there are those who wish to drill in Montana
Though locals disagree
Unwilling to see the landscape damaged

Monday, September 22, 2003

Bush has returned home
Examining the damage done
Both to his own home and that of neighbors
And he found a mess

Trees have fallen
Water damage is everywhere
The power still is not restored
Efforts are being made to clean up

Isabelle left much destruction
So the North East must clean up
Those who returned to broken houses
Must attempt to pick up the pieces

Tuesday, September 23, 2003

The United States appointed a new ambassador
A man who knows Afghanistan well
Though the troops have not been pulled
Diplomatic relations are started
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The University of Iowa suffers a lawsuit
For experimenting with human children
Testing the strength of their Psyche
And the effects of a false diagnosis

A test group to ask the effect of environment
Does belief of the problem create the symptom?
If a kid is told that he stutters
Will this cause stuttering?

Iowa is concerned with the lawsuit
For the test on orphans was not right
Modern ethics would not approve
And the testing would not be repeated

Yet it was done by pioneers in Speech Pathology
Famous men whose names are known by all
And today money is very tight
Lawsuits are difficult to afford

Harm is difficult to prove
The lawyers need to show harm
And demonstrate the source of harm
Both are difficult if the wound is in the soul
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China

Sunday, September 28, 2003

Today I am alone
Without friends nor family
Everything I know is left behind
Even my day of worship and rest

I have duty
But no guidelines
Expected to perform
Without knowing my responsibility

Needing time to plan
Yet given neither time, nor resources
Yet expected to know what is necessary
In fact, I know nothing

210
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I was told of community
Promised a Church
Promised materials
And an English library

Yet there is nothing
Only my own wits
And I’ve run fresh out of wits
Leaving me with nothing

Hopefully I can find strength in weakness
The ability to continue
To learn what I must teach
And to learn what I must do

Without the help of God, I will fail
For the odds are against me
And they are against my students
For any failure is a sin against them

Monday, September 29, 2003

The students are very bright
Learning quickly
Leaving me amazed!
For they learn so quickly

English is good and improving
And I have played some good chess
Even though the student has just learned
I am truly impressed.
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Tuesday, September 30, 2003

Today was a good day
A long day, but a good day
The food was wonderful
As were the people

Preparations are made for travel
A long journey by train
A journey made with borrowed money
More then I can afford to spend

Yet there is not a choice
For the plans are already prepared
I cannot remain in the Hotel
I cannot stay behind

It will be an exciting journey
For everything in new
There will be giant clay soldiers
And other awesome new sights

One more week before finding a home
Time spent on the road or in a hotel
I look forward to my own space
Not having to pack and move again

I look forward to having an address
Knowing where I will receive my mail
So I can share my thoughts with friends and family
And know that all is well with them
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Wednesday, October 01, 2003

Today was a good day
A pleasant journey by bus
An opportunity to meet new friends
An opportunity to see the countryside

China is full of beauty
Not everywhere is city
Some places are green
And the rolling hills are awesome

Today I met some Christians
Discussing the Word
And also scripture
Giving praise to Him in all things

Thursday, October 02, 2003

Today was an expensive day
Now I am indentured
Still separated from all I understood
Without anything which was promised

The contract promised collage courses
Meals at the cafeteria
A modern apartment
And social activities
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I have a hotel room
Where I was dropped off
Lost and confused
Left to eat in the supermarket

Again I was dropped off
This time shuttled to an expensive city
Learning that I am expected to pay for the journey
Even though I was checked out of the hotel

I've no where else to stay
This is my only accommodations
Yet I was promised those would be paid for
I was promised a room

I was promised supplies
A modern computer lab
A whole library at my disposal
Yet I have received nothing

In a few days, my visa will expire
I have no permit to remain
I must go home
Yet I do not have the money for the trip

Perhaps my employer will oblige
It is difficult to tell the future.
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Saturday, October 04, 2003

The Yellow River breached its banks
Flooding villages and farms
Destroying everything in its path
For the waters rose almost 20 feet

The rain just does not stop
And it flows into the river
Which overflows
And over 90,000 people are trapped

The flooding will last for many days
And there is great loss
Many lost everything
Both home and harvest

China will spend over one million RMB
Yet this will not be enough
For it is only a few dollars per person affected
And not enough to rebuild

They say Bush is losing support
Congress questions his position
He must defend his actions
Saying he acted in good faith

Yet fewer and fewer trust his good faith
Americans tire of the war
And no longer understand the cause
Which weakens the President's defense
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Tuesday, October 07, 2003

Israel attacked Syria
Striking them by the air
The UN has a special session
For they are scared of this powder keg

Israel claims they are fighting terrorism
Attacking terrorists in Syria
Syria claims they were hit by terror
Terror initiated by a powerful state

Palestine is changing government
Soon a new cabinet will be sworn in
Arafat will attend the ceremony
Though Israel wishes him expelled

In Pakistan a politician was assassinated
Killed in the open street
No one yet claims responsibility
Though some think it is over religion

Wednesday, October 08, 2003

Hope is fading
I have learned that I have no protector
I am left alone in a strange land
Without any connection to home
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I wonder what kickback SIAS receives
Though they claim they are without responsibility
Today I must work to gain a job
And hope that I can gain legal status

The world is a big place
Things are not always as they seem
Faith in mankind is often punished
For goodwill is not always returned

Today answers a vital question
"What will tomorrow hold?"
"Was this an expensive vacation?"
One that I cannot afford.

Thursday, October 09, 2003

And as quickly hope returns
A day can change much
For now my position is clear
And patience will be enough

Already there is a new address
New friends
Even a new beginning
Bringing hope where there was none

Perhaps the past can be forgotten
Perhaps words and attitudes can be forgotten
Tomorrow can be a new day
Unspoiled by yesterday
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So there is no reason to be afraid
For I am under the protection of my God
He holds everything in His hands
And above all He cares for His Children

Saturday, October 11, 2003

The friendliest Iraqis are now protesting
For American soldiers killed ten innocents
Two allies and eight civilians
So the funeral becomes a protest

The police force is falling apart
For the are under American pay
Yet fall by American bullets
Freedom without safety does not make liberation

Americans no longer love Bush
They have difficulties with Iraq
And Bush continues to speak
But fewer and fewer are willing to listen

Bush speaks against Cuba
Calling for a regime change
Calling against tourists
Reminding them they support the enemy

Where do such things lead?
Will we return to the Bay of Pigs?
Will history repeat itself
If so, can Bush handle a real crisis?
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Yet there is no lack of real crisis
The economy is truly a crises
Rent above a worker's ability to pay
Leaving a class of working homeless

The rich continue to get richer
CEO's continue to gain larger contracts
Even as the company profits are falling
Even as wages are cut and workers are laid off

How will Bush answer the crisis at home
Increasing expenses combined with decreasing revenue
People unable to maintain their livelihood
And governments unable to maintain their spending

California has finally decided the recall
But raised a new question
"Are the new touch screens fair?"
For many prefer to use paper ballots

Computer scientist question touch screens
There is no opportunity for recount
Leaving people confused
Not knowing anything

A lost ballot is lost forever
Never to be replaced
And data tampering leaves no paper trail
So elections are more easily fixed

Arnold is now governor of California
Leaving one role to play another
Perhaps this is not a great loss
For people no longer watch Arnold in the theater
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The world will now judge his new role
Hopefully the critics speak kindly
Hopefully he plays this part well
For the Governor is a difficult part to play

California is a large state
Having many problems
A budget shortfall requiring deep cuts
And a people struggling to survive.

Monday, October 13, 2003

China is starting a manned space program
Preparing to launch a Soyez capsule
Choosing a cosmonaut
In hope to join the other space fairing nations

Iraq now has a second government
Appointed by Iraqis
In opposition to the occupation government
And many fear violence

USA is nervous
Unwilling to squash the movement
But unwilling to let it expand
For many fear violence

Words are spoken of American tyrants
Words spoken to unite a nation
Words spoken to overthrow the occupation
Many fear violence
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Palestine continues to have difficulties
For there was another attack
Palestine claims the targets were civilians
Terrorism committed by the Israeli government

The Prime Minister will resign again
Bringing yet another government
The third for this year
Nothing seems consistent in this area

So the waiting continues
Every religious man praying for peace
Yet lacking faith
For the Mankind never ceases to do evil.

Wednesday, October 15, 2003

Today China placed a man in space
Showing that China is now a world power
The launch was successful
And later he will land, after circling 16 times

Another bomb exploded in Gaza
Killing American diplomats
No one claimed responsibility
And eyewitnesses were shocked

Israeli soldiers are firing into the air
Hoping to disperse the crowd of onlookers
For everyone must see the disaster
And Palestine is very afraid
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No one knows America's response
Perhaps this will lead to war
Or perhaps the US will support Israel
But they will not sit back and do nothing

Thursday, October 16, 2003

Are too many tools available?
Do they block learning?
For tools are no better than the workman
And perhaps the workman will be limited by tools

Educators must answer this question
As computers become common
Instant information
And aid in even the simplest of tasks

Perhaps the student should learn the old way
Remembering without aid
Reciting his lessons
A ruler smacking his knuckles as he makes a mistake

The Palestinians arrested several suspects
The government demanded this act
For America is not a power to anger
And open murder is never acceptable

The spacecraft landed successfully
China plans more missions
Making for a interesting future
And many hope for benefits
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But others question the space program
For China has many poor people
Perhaps the money could be spent on public works
Or developing the education system

But naysayers are the minority
Mostly China bursts with pride
For they join the "superpowers"
China is the third nation to put a man into space

Saturday, October 18, 2003

Bolivia sees great turmoil
For the people are protesting
Arguing about exports
And the disparity between rich and poor

For it is a weak democracy
Bolivia is full of poor Native Americans
Yet the government is full of rich white men
Men who grew up, and studied in a strange land

Until an Indian is president
The people will not feel independent
For the government is unchanged
And few understand why

Bush is now in Asia
Tanking Japan for their help
For they are giving much aid in Iraq
And promise much help in the rebuilding
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Bush is thinking about reelection
Knowing he is judged by Iraq and recession
Yet he will not change his views
He gives the same answers to everything

He continues to call for war
And remind the people he has no regrets
Even though the polls drop day to day
He continues to speak the same way

There is talk of recovery
Yet there is not new jobs for the workers
Pay only increases at the top
Leaving less for the poor.

Sunday, October 19, 2003

Some new news came
Good news for Bush and America
There are new jobs in America
For the first time in eight months.

Growth exceeded losses
There is now some practical evidence of recovery
Not where the rich get richer
But where there is more opportunity

Stocks may rise and fall
But in the end,
If the worker is poor,
So is the nation
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So today there is good news for all
And hope that this will be a trend
Sparking off a period of real growth
And better times for the man who serves the clock

Monday, October 20, 2003

Today Israel bombed Gaza
Seeking revenge
And grasping at an opportunity
So they bombed cars and buildings

They bombed a building
They bombed a car
They bombed people
And several died — many innocent

The cycle of revenge continues
Three Israeli soldiers die
So the Israelis drop bombs
Killing dozens of civilians

Parents become angry about the kindergarten
The children injured in the blast
For school had just let out
And children were on the street

The cycle of revenge will continue
For there are more poster children
More reasons to join the resistance
And more reasons to kill the oppressor
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Bolivia just suffered a rebellion
The Indians seeking a Native American president
Yet the new leader is from the old government —
He was the old (and white) vice president

The native population is patient
Willing to give the new man some time
A few months to prove himself
Showing he is not the enemy of the people

Perhaps there will be more war
Perhaps the Indians will march on De La Pas again
A little time will tell
But many are ready for a true revolution

Wednesday, October 22, 2003

"Partial birth abortion" has been banned
The first such law in about thirty years
It will be interesting to see if it stands
For the courts will argue this law soon

But who wishes to test Roe v. Wade?
It does not speak very strictly
Only of "no search and seizure"
Perhaps this is a law that cannot be enforced

Perhaps the courts will overturn the old decision
When such things are pushed, nothing is certain
The views of courts is fickle
And changes with the views of the population
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Life and death fill the courts
Whether or not to allow passive euthanasia
Whether or not to limit active abortion
And the fate of the terrorist who shot up the beltway

Thursday, October 30, 2003

The Red Cross chose to remain in Iraq
Though they are scaling back
For fear of those who may be injured
Any may leave who are afraid

The United Nations is reducing staff
Sending people home
While they study the problem of Iraq
So things continue to become complex

Today there will be a new vote
One concerning reducing pollution
Allowing buying and selling of credits
And hoping to hold the rate steady

Perhaps there is no problem
But perhaps there is
This might stop things from getting worse
But no one can tell the future
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Monday, November 03, 2003

So time passes
And it seems another war is starting
For the violence does not cease
And SAM's can do much damage

There seems to be no peace
The Christian, Muslim and Jews fighting
Fighting over a small piece of land
Only holding sentimental value

And war is fought on every front
For today the Anglican Communion may die
The ordination was completed
And the objections were ignored

So the church is split around the world
Directly split in the United States
And split over the decision everywhere else
The result cannot be good

Perhaps the USA will lose her power
No longer recognized
No longer heard
Perhaps the "break-off" church will be recognized

Perhaps there will be a new mission to America
With conservative Missionary bishops
But the truth is: This union is dead
And past progress has been lost.
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Episcopal were to share communion with Methodist
Though they were of the same denomination in Britain
In America, they stood aloof from one another
But the would once again eat at the same table —

Today Episcopal cannot join at the Anglican table
Unwelcome in Australia
Unwanted in Africa
Rejected by the whole world

Even liberal Canterbury is concerned
How one man can break a world-wide union
How one decision can tear the church apart
But now the damage has been done

Thursday, November 06, 2003

Today was an interesting day
For there was arguments about religion
For a test case was lost
And perhaps religious groups may lose their rights

Those who took money now might lose rights
For State money cannot support religion
And the practice of hiring and firing must match the state
Thus, the Methodist can no longer be Methodist

Bush’s faith based initiative may destroy the American Church
No longer allowed to practice their faith
For they must practice the faith of the nation
That there is no one faith — no one is more right than any other
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Everyone who took money is now marked
Whom they hire, whom they fire is now in scrutiny
What they can teach and preach becomes closely monitored
Leaving them without church — leaving only State

Perhaps the Church needs to maintain its separation
Not letting the state into the church
Not allowing them a foothold into their faith
Refusing state money, and maintaining their right to practice reli-

gion

There is a question about Halliburton
They are charging a great amount for gasoline
In an exclusive contract with the government
A contract that the Army could easily fill

Is this an example of conflict of interest?
For the Vice President of the USA was once the CEO
Some question if the relationship has ended
And if the contract should ever had been awarded

Now there are many questions of policy
The WTO is angered by Bush’s policy on steel
Tariffs to protect those who produce steel
And discourage factories from importing steel

Manufacturing is angered by this move
For the raw materials have become more expensive
And the economy lost many jobs
Jobs that have moved overseas
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The economy will lose even more
For the WTO is very angry
And will impose sanctions on the USA
Reducing trade — and costing many billions of dollars

So the USA continues to suffer
Perhaps there will be a recovery someday
But last weeks optimism maybe a false hope
Perhaps the nation will fall even deeper into recession

Thursday, November 13, 2003

Now Italy has made her sacrifice
Several soldiers died in Nazaria
So Italy is mourning the dead
And calling for Italy to withdraw

1.3 Billion dollars of GM cars will enter China
For two years — American cars will hit China roads
Built in Michigan
Driven upon the Highways in China

GM calls China the third largest market
Ready and willing to buy the vehicles
Though such cars are a luxury
They are not more expensive then the German cars

Japanese, German, and French cars fill the roads
The market is growing faster then the roads
As Chinese grow wealthier every year
And more are able to afford the luxury of driving
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Russia is putting down the law on the richest people
Men who little more then crime lords
People who were rewarded by Yeltsin
Given everything which once belonged to the state

So they are now punished for their fraud
They are now punished for their unwillingness to pay taxes
But Justice is selective
And it favors the prosecutors

Some of the rich criminals are ignored
For they had cut a deal
To stay out of politics
Not to buy power with blood money

Friday, November 21, 2003

Another bomb exploded
This one in Turkey
Targeting British Citizens
An act of protest against the USA

Bush is now in Britain
Speaking with Blair
Looking to the future cooperation
Hoping that this is possible

Today it has become more possible
For yesterday the streets were full of protesters
People angry for Britain's role
Today maybe the anger will be redirected
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Perhaps Britain will be angry over the attack
Perhaps Britain will seek revenge
Perhaps they will see Blair's vision
And not dissolve his government.

Medicine was discussed
Perhaps allowing imports from Canada
American exported drugs
Resold in America

But the solution would be short term
For Canada has cut a deal
Buy in bulk for a lower price
A special price for Canada

Canada may lose this special price
If they insist on reselling drugs
Weakening Canadian health care
And taking away their benefits

In Africa people are angry over HIV
So many have died
So many will die
Perhaps the majority of a generation

Some are angry because they live
Kept alive with expensive medicine
While watching friends and loved ones die
For the medicine isn't available

Some are angry because the nation is dying
Schools are losing teachers
The Army is collapsing
The nation is falling apart
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Everywhere there are orphans
Both parents lost to AIDS
Children left to die in the streets
Dying of AIDS, though HIV negative.

Michael Jackson will now be a prisoner
Much has happened since the Jackson five
He once was a cute child with talent
Now he is a pitiful excuse for a man

Once he was known for his talent
Now he is known for bad behavior
Separated from humanity
No longer looking human

Once he was the king of Pop
Loved by millions of fans
Now he is an infamous criminal
Hated by everyone

Tuesday, December 02, 2003

Yesterday there was a gun battle
54 Iraqi's died
Many say they were civilians
But Americans name them as insurgents

Israeli soldiers are now in Palestine
Attacking "infrastructure"
In spite of cease fire talks
The soldiers still kill
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Soldiers go into another country
Children die
Old men hid, fearing assassinations
And both sides talk in a way that makes peace seem unlikely

China still suffers greatly
Now from AIDS
For there has been some mistakes
And now men are suffering

Blood was bought and sold
But the needles were not clean
People became sick
Many are dying

Now there is the question of the children
How will they live?
Who will care for them. . .
The answer is uncertain.

Hamas speaks of a cease-fire
A temporary solution
However, they seek an eternal solution
No more Israeli state

A student in North Dakota vanished
Seems strange -- everyone seems amazed
Things like this should not happen
No one can guess why

So many are searching
Volunteers, law enforcement, government agents
Many are very afraid
For thoughts of safety have been dashed.
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Thursday, December 04, 2003

Now terrifying news has happened
The EPA chose to loosen Mercury regulations
Allowing some places to increase emissions
Moving mercury to a "less toxic" group

Now people will be able to buy and sell the toxin
Or permission to release the metal
So some areas will gain more of the toxin
While others grow more and more safe

But now there are systems to remove mercury
Cleaning out the coal from this toxin
A man wanted to remove the water from coal
But he learned to remove much more

And there are methods of removing toxins from the smoke
Ways to reduce pollution before and after the fact
Yet talk of allowing pollution to continue
Even though the toxin kills

Fraud exist in all places
Even among those who care for the dead
Though the family pays for a burial
Sometimes it does not happen

Sabotage came to Iraq
Destroying an oil production area
Hurting worker and others
So no exports have been possible
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The pipeline is under attack
Exports are always hit
The oil cannot flow to the north
Only to the south.

Even the domestic pipelines have been cut
Hurting the Iraqis
So Oil rich Iraq is poor in fuel
Gas lines to the stations

Now Russia is enjoying more elections
450 members of the Duma are ready to be elected
Running with "soft money"
And showing the difficulty of Russian democracy

George and Vladmir talk about elections
They talk about the media
Talking about right and wrong
In a nation where Campaign reform seems impossible

The UN gave life sentences to three men
Journalist accused of crimes against humanity
Bringing a genocide in Rwanda
Because they spoke and wrote words of hate

December 05, 2003

A lawyer was killed
Prosecuting a famous man
Or perhaps infamous
A man who promoted Crime
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Drug dealers
Who ran a "recording house"
A rapper who brags of criminal life
And who lives the criminal life

So the Lawyer was shot and stabbed
Murdered by a criminal
Someone who supported this drug dealer
Maybe an example of gang violence

The reserves are over-stretched
Civilian soldiers
No longer civilians
So they are overseas

There are talks on what needs to change
How to bring new life to the Armed forces
And keep those who are willing to serve
But not willing to devote whole lives

Tuesday, December 09, 2003

Eye for eye, tooth for tooth
And a life for a life
This is the nature of things
And many lives need avenged

Iraq has established a tribunal
Refusing international judges
Looking instead for local justice
Justice made by Iraqis
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Iraq fears that the UN will not give justice
Criminals who gained power by assassinations
The Ba'ath party destroying the old government
And killing without discrimination

They can only see one justice for such criminals
An eye to pay for an eye
A tooth to pay for a tooth
And a life to pay for a life

Today is a day of bombs
Soldiers bombed by a car bomber in Iraq
Another female suicide bomber killed many
Attempting to kill members of the Duma

Albert Gore endorses Howard Dean
Making it more likely that he will win the nomination
For Gore was expected to endorse Liberman
The Jew he chose as a running mate

South Dakota is disenfranchised
Having only one representative
And that man is on trial
For he caused another man to die

So they have no vote in the house
No say for the next few months
As they seek to replace their representative:
Their only representative.
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Friday, December 12, 2003

Tuna is now unsafe to eat
For Mercury has entered the fish
Reducing the number of foods safe to eat
Stating a new danger

A pregnant woman is allowed one serving per week
Only one meal of tuna
Mercury enters the ocean through the rain
Released into the air when people burn coal

The flu is proving to be a killer this year
Over 11 have died in the USA
Children who died from the severe disease
More sickness than the last three years combined

This in a time of shortages
The vaccines are used up
There is no protection
Yet, this is early in the season

So the fever does not break
The children are dehydrated
For they cannot keep fluids
And they must go to the hospital

Some develop Pneumonia
There is a need for care
Even in the hospital children die
The flu can become a killer
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Americans cheer -- the recession is over
Now the retirement funds are strengthened
Every stock has climbed
We have regained our money

Many believe the rebound is for real
Problems are dropping
And Bush's stimulus package is beginning to work
So things are beginning to grow

Perhaps there will be jobs next summer
Jobs for those who graduate
Jobs for an expatriate who returns home
And hope for the future

Saturday, December 13, 2003

Maybe the news has improved
Maybe the recession is ending
But it is not so in Hutchinson
Where ¼ of the people need help

Over 25% are receiving aid
Money to pay bills
Gifts for the children on Christmas
Gifts of food for the holiday feast

Over 25% are too poor to make ends meet
Too poor to pay bills and buy meat
So the Salvation Army gives all it has
And worries — for no one cares after Christmas
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What happens in January?
Will they lose their homes
A city hotel has been changed into a shelter
For there are more and more homeless

Will it be enough
One quarter of the residents might lose their house
One quarter might move to the shelter
Even though many have jobs

There is no good news in Hutchinson
And no news is death

Monday, December 15, 2003

More good news for Bush
The Democrats are working frantically
Things look better and better
But it is still a long time ‘till November

Sodom was captured
Found in a hole
Destitute and broken
Unable to recognize the things around him

Yet there is little sympathy for the man
Iraq wants vengeance for the deaths of thousands
America has no sympathy
And wants to see justice
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Even the Christians do not feel sympathy
For they have prayed for this day
The minority who speaks Aramaic
Happy to see the evil man no longer free

America is calling many to relieve dept
Forgive some dept for Iraq
Hoping that Russia Germany and France will write off dept
Giving Iraq a chance to rebuild

But no-one seems to want to write off a dept
Everyone wants their money back
And this while the oil is not flowing
Iraq is unable to finance the bills.

Boeing may have some good news
They have now made the 7E7
A point to point plane
Not large and inexpensive to fly

It boasts a more pleasant ride
So states are bidding for a factory
Everyone hope this will be success
For the whole airplane industry

Airbus is taking over the industry
Boeing must do something to regain market share
This may not gain money in the short run
But in the long run -- Boeing is desperate

And good news for Wichita
A place where the fuselage is manufactured
Bringing work back to the Boeing plant
And optimism to the state of Kansas
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Wednesday, December 24, 2003

Every night dreams of home fill the mind
Dreams of boarding the plane
Saying goodbye to everyone
And stepping away into the old way of life

During the waking hours the dreams fade
They fade into questions of how?
What does the future hold?
Where can I return?

There is no future
And the past is just out of reach
Dreams fill the mind
Dreams of once again saying "hello."

Already plans are being made
Plans to visit old friends
Plans to see home in a new light
And a promise to enjoy life

But there is no future in the past
It is time to dream new dreams
To look forward
No longer looking for the old ways

Tomorrow is a new day. . .
Wait, today is a new day
Tomorrow is just beyond reach
And yesterday has already slipped through the fingers
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There is but one day to grasp
So as the Roman's say, Carpe Dium
There is only one day to seize
This day!

So, I must work hard to seize this day
And at night, I'll dream with hope about tomorrow.

Sunday, December 28, 2003

And so time has passed
Christmas has come and gone once again
And the year is drawing to a close
An adventure of a year

At first there was great confusion,
Not knowing what was next
Only knowing that things were waiting
And tomorrow is another day

The world was chaotic
No one knew what the year would bring
What would happen with the jobs
Or if there would be a new set of wars

Today it seems the giants have been slain
People are beginning to return to work
Though the year has been difficult
It appears we will survive to see the next
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Tuesday, December 30, 2003

Death and disease visit China and the USA
Last year's enemy is threatening to attack for the next year
Though we thought they were defeated
They have come to offer their destruction

So every day, there are masks in the street
People afraid that they might die
For the epidemic SARS has returned
And China is a bad place for disease

Cases have returned to Southern China
And everyone fears that they may spread
Working their way across China
So now every cough and fever is suspect

The United States has confirmed a case of Mad Cow disease
The meat going to several states
Crippling an already damaged industry
More bad news for the workers of South Hutchinson

McDonald's, Pizza Hut, and the like all suffer
Those who are afraid of meat will not eat it
But instead will find another alternative
Avoiding painful death as their brains rot away

Bad news for Kansas
For Kansas beef will no longer be sold around the world
And less will be willing to eat beef at all
For who will risk their life for a hamburger?
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Times are uncertain
And hope is often followed by crisis

Wednesday, December 31, 2003

The belts continue to tighten
At Christmas, Bethlehem was a ghost-town
And in Hutchinson lines were waiting for bread
Only to be disappointed because there was not enough to go around

The year was an interesting year
A year of war, and of struggle
Struggling against men
And against nature

Thanksgiving, Christmas, and now the New Year pass
Leaving lonely troops in Iraq and Afghanistan
Dreaming of home
Wanting to hold on the loved ones, never again letting go

Yet, not all news is bad
This has been a year of sacrifice
Taking risks. . . but risks made in hope
Looking not only to this year, but also the next one

People stand in line, hoping for bread
Nevertheless, as they wait, their stocks continue to rise
Perhaps — in spite of the layoffs they will be able to retire
Just needing to survive until the 401k begins payment
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Some companies are starting to hire again
Calling for workers to return to the lines
So workers in Wichita and Washington work on Boeing's new plane
Hoping that it will sell — and they will again find work steady

Perhaps the recovery is not fast enough for some
But it is something
A man can only tighten his belt so much
Moreover, none could ever save everyone
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